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IV
ABSTRACT

EXISTENCE, ESSENCE AND THE ORIGINS OF A ¡,IOR.AL THEORY

A Study of George Santayana (August 1995)

Glenn Anthony Tiller, 8.4., The University of lvlanitoba

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. I4ichael Stack

Existence and essence represent two ultimate ontological
categories ín Santayana's philosophy. These categories may be

seen to have influence in other areas of his thought. The

purpose of this thesis is to articulate the connection

between Santayana's ontological dichotomy of existence and

essence and his moral theory. This thesis is divided into
three sections. The fírst section presents a critical-
overview of Santayana's ontological categories of existence

and essence. The second section examines how these categories
pfay a role in formulating the basis of Santayana's moral

theory. The third section examines three distinct elements of
Santayana's moral theory, specifically: moral non-naturalism,
moral anti-real-ism and moral non-cognitivism. The

just.ification for attributing these positions to Santayana is
that they are most in accordance with his ontological
categories of existence and essence. Al-so in the third
section is an examination of the charge that Santayana's

philosophy leads to moral níhilism. The posítion defended is
that, in ful1 consideration of Santayana,s ontological
categories, there is no meaningful sense of nihilism which

can be attributed his moral philosophy.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to examine the

implications of Santayana's ontology on his moral theory- In
particular, I wish to show that Santayana's ontological

dichotomy between existence and essence plays a key role in
shaping the various aspects of his moral theory. The

motivation behind the subject of this thesis is the fact that
while Santayana offered many 'scattered observations'

(Sprigge, Santayana 189) on the questions of morality and

ethics, he never 'developed a systematic and comprehensive

view of ethics, nor has he made the attempt to relate his

scattered statements about the nature of morality to his

ontology as a whole' (Lach, Santayana's lûotal PhiTosophy

331). This thesis attempts to go a small way in shedding some

light in these areas.

This thesis is divided into three sections. In the first
section I attempt a criticat overview of Santayana's

ontological dichotomy between existence and essence. The

categories of existence and essence are, for Santayana' the

two ultimate categories in ontology. Vühi1e the category of

essence signifies a realm of being representing all real and

possible characteristics and qualities, in other words an

ideal reality, the category of existence signifies that
reality characterised by external- relations and change, or a

material reality.
An ontology which demarcates between existence and
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essence raises a number of objections. For example,

Santayana's realm of essence can be challenged on the grounds

that it violates the dictum of occam's Razor, inflating our

ontology beyond atl plausibility. Another objection is that
Santayana's ontological dichotomy makes unr¡rarranted use of

'existence' as a category of being. After examining

Santayana's ontological categories, I will address these

objections. As I will try to show, neither of these

objections are as serious as a altogether different threat,
namely, the objection that Santayana's ontology generates an

internal and perhaps unacceptable paradox.

In the second section I examine some of the ímplications

of Santayana's ontology on his moral theory. My focus in this
section is on the transition from accepting the ontological
dichotomy of existence and essence to formulating the basis

of a moral theory. As I shall try to elucidate, the

categories of existence and essence underlie a view of the

human condition which sets the stage for Santayana's moral

theory.
Fleshing out Santayana's category of existence is his

view of material reality. In other words, what 'exists' is
material reality or the physical world. One of the many

features of material reality is the fact that it gives rise,
as Santayana states, to 'animals in whom there are feelings,
images and thoughts'. These animals find themselves with a

specific biological nature or psyche. Santayana's notion of

the psyche with its system of impulses and interests, needs

and aspirations, introduces the basis animal preference; and
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preference, for Santayana, introduces the basis of morality.

Thus we begin to See the origins of Santayana's moral theory.

However, it is not until we consider the role that

consciousness plays in animal l-ife that the idea of

'morality' finds its full expression in Santayana's

philosophy. And, it is here that Santayana's category of

essence plays a defining roIe. lulaterial reality, for

Santayana, is utterly devoid of value. It is only when

consciousness is introduced that good and evil enter the

world. 'Good' and 'eviI', in Santayana's ontolo9Y, belong

exclusively to the realm of essence. Hence, they find their

only instantiation in consciousness. Without consciousness

and its capacity to intuit moral essences, the strivings and

operations of the psyche would 90 on unnoticed; our

'morality', if we could call j-t that, would be blind
mechanical behaviour. In short, we find that consciousness

and the realm of essence is the all important counterpart to

Santayana's materiat basis of morality.
In the third and final section I attempt to articulate

in a precise way what type of moral theory emerges from

Santayana,s ontological foundation. Specifíca11y, I examine

three positions which I find conspicuously present

Santayana's philosophy: metaethical non-naturalism, moral

anti-realism and moral moral non-cognitivism. While not all

critics have agreed, I betieve these three positions

accurately characterise Santayana's moral theory. As I shalf

argue, âoy interpretations to the contrary run into conflict
with Santayana's ontology.
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Finally, in the t.hird section, I shall examine the

charge that Santayana's philosophy ultimately leads to moral

nihilism. one may argue that santayana's moral philosophy

l-eads to nihilism from a number of different approaches'

depending on one's definition of nihilism. Taking up this

objection I examine three definitions of nihilism. The first

definition states that a moral phitosophy is nihilistic if it

a1lows for unresolvable moral conflict. The second definition

states that a moral phitosophy is nihilistic if it leads to

as sense of despair or pessimism. And the third definition

states that a moral philosophy is nihilistic if it leads to

what may be called ,moral anarchy'. The position I argue for

is that while the first definition carries some weight, it is

nevertheless unjustified because it rests on an unwarranted

presupposition. As for the other two senses of nihilism,

neither are accurate descriptions of Santayana's philosophy.

Thus, the conclusion I offer is that Santayana's philosophy

is not ,nihilistic' in any meaningful sense of the hlord.



EXISTENCE AND ESSENCES AN ONTOLOGICAL DICHOTOMY

Introduction
Late in his life Santayana reflected that Josiah Royce

was both accurate and prophetic when he stated that 'the gist
of Isantayana's] philosophy was the separation of essence

from existence' (Santayana, ApoTogia Pro l{ente Sua 497). This

separation of essence from existence in Santayana's

philosophy is fundamental to hís thought in that it
establishes two ultimate ontological categories; for
Santayana, the separation of essence from existence

establishes two realms of being which have 'very different
kinds of realitv in themselves and a different status in
respect to my knowledge of them' (Santayana, Scepticism and

Anímal Faith 309). Further, Santayana thought that these

ontological- categories must account for and 'evidently be

present in every aspect of our experience' (Lach, Santayana's

Moral Phí7osop.hy 331). Indeed, it is fair to say that
Santayana built up his entire philosophy on the foundation of

an ontological dichotomy. This dichotomy determined not only

the character and shape of his metaphysics, but of his

epistemology and moral philosophy as wel1. According to
Santayana, the very parameters of reality and our

understanding of reality are set out in these different
realms of being. Thus, anyone with a basic understanding of
Santayana's thought must agree with Royce: the gist of

Santayana's philosophical system ís the separation of essence
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from existence.
Accepting Royce's interpretation of Santayana, it would

seem of importance to closely examine Santayana's ontological

dichotomy, ât least if one wants to be clear about any other

aspect of Santayana's philosophical thought. And, that is my

present purpose in this section. Specifically, I wish to

critically examine Santayana's ontological dichotomy and try

to present it in the most favourable light possible.

In the process r will examine a number of objections to

Santayana,s ontology. First, I will consider the threat from

Occam's razor. Second, I will defend Santayana's ontology

against what may be generally called the Russellian

prograilme. The Russellian prograrìme tries to undermine the

type of ontological dichotomy Santayana proposes by denying

that the concept of 'existence' is properly speaking an

ontological concept. After contending with objections of the

Russellían variety, I will raise what I think is the mosL

serious difficulty concerning Santayana's ontology, namely,

that his concept of material existence raises a paradox.

First, ho!'rever, I will attempt to make clear what Santayana

means by 'essence' and 'existence' and illuminate his reasons

for maintaining that 'essence' and 'existence' represent two

distinct ontological categories.

Essences

The ontological category of essence represents all real

and possible characteristics and qualitíes. With some caution

\¡re can say that for Santayana essences can be variously
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described asz terms of thought, universals, descriptions,

attributes and properxies. Perhaps the best way to think of
essences is given in Santayana statement that essences are

'the infinite multitude of distinguishable ideal terms'

(Santayana, Essence viií. ).
Important to our understanding of essences is

Santayana's assertion that the principle of essence is
logical identity. Thus, 'the being of each essence is
entirely exhausted by its definition' (Essence 18). What

Santayana means by this is that when I focus on the character

of some object or guality and cl-aim that it is what it is,
such as if I were to say'fun is fun', I invoke the principle
of identity. By doing so I thus recognise in the object or
quality its 'ídea1 or formal nature, any thing always

necessarily ídentical with itself ' (Sant,ayana, Iûeaníngs of
the Word 'Is' l-91). And, any ideal or formal nature is
precisely what Santayana means by the term 'essence'.

Because it is the principle of identity which

exhaustively defines the nature of essences, they are, for
Santayana, necessarily implicated in an ontological realm

distinct from existence or the material world. I shall
examine this claim more closely in a moment. For nov¡, !ìre can

simpty note Santayana's convictions when he writes that
essences occupy distinct ontological realm:

They Iessences] possess intrinsically, in
their own ontological plane, only logical
or aesthetic being; and this contains no

indication whatever of the material act. of



speaking, touching, or looking which causes

them to appear. AII possible terms in
mental discourse are essences existing
nowhere; visionary equally, whether the

faculty that díscovers them be sense or

thought or t'he most fantastic fancy.

(Essence viii. )

What is of particular importance to note about this passage

is Santayana's remark that essences have logical or aesthetic
being independent of any act which causes xhem to appear. In
other words, essences are not mind-dependent for theír
reality.

Of course, one can ask what Santayana means by 'logica1
or aesthetic being'. We have already seen that Santayana

thinks that the principle of each essence is 'entirely
exhausted by its definitíon' (Santayana, Essence 18). This

principle designates essences as universals. Thus, they are

outside of space and time. As Santayana writes:
This inalienable individuality of each

essence renders it a universal; for being

perfectly self-contained and real only by

virtue of íts intrinsíc character, it
contains no reference to any setting in
space or time, and stands in no

adventitious relations to anything.

Therefore without forfeiting its absolut,e

identity it may be repeated or reviewed any

number of times (Essence 18).
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Thus, while Santayana thinks that an essence is 'no

abstraction, no unrealisable generality' (Essence 40), but

rather an ideal term with a precise character, he did think
of them as universals in the sense that they are infinitely
repeatable as forms or in consciousness and outside space and

time. Furthermore, vre can add that Santayana thought that
once we have granted the being of essences, the concept of a

infinite real-m of essence immediately follows. To be sure,

this 'realm' is not a'portion of our cosmos', but rather an

'elucidative category' (Lach, Santavana 63). As we have seen,

the 'principle of essence' is logical identity. This

principle alone distinguishes each particular essence from

every other possible essence; thusr sIê derive the category of

the realm of essence. As Santayana puts the matter: the

identity of each essence with itself and difference from

every other essence suffices to distinguish and define them

all in eternity, where they form the Realm of Essence (Sorne

lúeanings 193 ) .

with these considerations we have set out the principle
features of essences. Essences are ideal- terms exhaustively

defined by the principle of identity. Being entities of pure

character, essences possess only logical or aesthetic being.

This type of logical or aesthetic being native to essences is
not mind-dependent" Santayana is guick to assert that
essences are not 'at all a mental state, a sensation,

perception, or living thought; it is not an 'idea', as this
word is understood in gritish philosophy' (Essence 41). As

mind-independent, ideal terms, essences occupy a unique
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ontological plane. The type of ontological plane that
essences occupy identifies them as universals. possessing a

purely formal nature/ essences are outside of space and time.
Thought of coll-ectively, the ontological category which

individuar essences comprise is the realm of essence: a realm

of being entirely distincL from the ontological category of
existence "

Existence and t,he Realn of Matter
It is ín regard to existence and the material world that

Santayana's true ontological colours are revealed. This claim
has merit given that Santayana considered materialism the
ground of 'so much' of his philosophy (Apologia 504). While

there ís some dispute as to whether santayana considered the
term 'existence' a proper predicate, John Lach claims, for
example, that in Santayana's philosophy ,existence' ,is not a
character or quality; it is sheer material presence, (Lach,

Santavana 7L), there is no doubt that Santayana considered

the term 'existence' one of the meaningful designations of
the word 'is'. Santayana writes:

V{hen I assume that there is a substance

perhaps without pretending to know what it
is, save that I have this local and

temporal encounter with it, I am using the
word 'is' in an entirely different sense in
which it means existence. (Some Iuleanings

202 - italics mine. )

From this passage it would seem that for Santayana
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'existence' does have some place as a predicate. And its
place as a predicate, one may claim, is to designate, as Lach

states, sheer material presence.l

The use of the term 'existence' as a meaningful
predicate ascribing or denying material presence to something

has been rejected by many philosophers as a meaningless

confusion or a graflìmatical redundancy. To select one famous

example, Kant vtras a harsh critic of those who thought

'existence' could designate some property a thing could
possess:

By whatever and by however many predicates

we may think a thing - even if we completely

determine it - vre do not make the least
addition to the thíng when we further
declare that this thing Ís. Otherwise, it
would not be exactly the same thing that
exists, but something more than we had

thought in the concept; and we could not,
therefore, say that the exact object, of my

concept exists. (Kant, Critique of Pure

Reason 4600, 86281

The nature of the dispute between Kant and Santayana is not
merely a disagreement between grammarians argaling what one

can and cannot say in proper speech, but more truly a dispute
over the recognition of an ontological category. I wi1l

1 Indeed, Santayana hj-msel-f uses the term 'existence, quite freely as a
predicate to ascribe or deny material presence, such as when he writes
that 'Thomas and modern Spiritual-ists, require their spirits to be
tangible as well as visjlcle, to come and go and preserve a continuous
physical existence' (Santayana, The Realm of Spirít 4).
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closely momentarily; for now vre can

de we have Kant and a host of other
t to say, for example, 'this chair
hair, is 'not false but has no

The Phil-osophv of Loqical Atomism

LzL). What these philosophers are saying is that one cannot

demarcate between 'existence' and some other category of
reality. The alleged meaninglessness of saying that some

object does or does not exist confirms their allegiance to
such an ontological posítion. On the other side of the debate

is Santayana, and perhaps a minority of philosophers

foll-owing the Platonic tradition, who think it is indeed

meaningful to say that some particular thing exists or that
some particular indivídual exists.

In fact, Santayana is guíte specific as to the

connotations behind the the word 'existence'. According to
Santayana, one uses the word 'existence':

to designate such being as is in flux,
determined by external relations, and jostled
by irrelevant evenLs. (Scepticism 42)

Again, in a similar passage Sant.ayana writes:
Everything that arises is liable to lapse;

everything that exists exists by conjunction

with other things on its own plane; it belongs

somewhere and to a certain time by virtue of
the external relations which pin it there.
(Santayana The Realm of Matter 276)

Thus, when I say 'this chair exists', I am saying this chair
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has material presence, it is not a mere ídea in my mind. The

chair is distinct from my idea of it because it is in
external relations (for instance Lo me, so that I can sit on

it as long as it remains intact) " In short, contrary to
essences, that which exísts embodies external relations in
space and time and is not infinitely repeatable as a
uníversal.

Santayana calls this reality imbued with existence the
realm of matter. For Santayana, matter is the proper name for
substance (Matter 234), and makes up a dynamic or physical

field of action. I4atter is in f1ux, is external to the

thought which posits it and constitutes physical space and

time (202). Thus we find an ontological realm distinct from

the essences discussed earlier. The realm of matter is
distinguished from essences in that matter has existential
status. One may say that matter is the ontological ímpetus

behind the category of existence. Or put another wây,

describing his materialism, Santayana wrote: the dominance of
matter in every existing being is the great axiom of
materialism (Matter 2921 .

The other side of Santayana's ontological dichotomy is
now before us. WhíIe the principle of essence is identityr vrê

could say that the material world is the principle of
existence (Santayana, On the False Steps of Phíl-osophy 146).

'Existence' is a term for Santayana with a specific
desígnation. It ímpIíes first and foremost the presence of
external relations, change or flux and some sort of causal

nexus. And, embodyíng these features is matería1 reality - a
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reality radically distinct from that of essence.

Scepticism, Conscíousness and Essences

In order to make clearer the the dichotomy between

existence and essence it is instructive to turn to
Santayana's account of scepticism. Santayana's writings on

systematic scepticism, as I shall try to show, provide an

avenue to a fuller understanding of why essences are real but

do not exist.
Santayana thought the ontological reality of the realm

of essence was essentially self-evident, ât least to the

extent that he was led to say 'If you deny that realm, you

acknowledge it' (Essence 767)-. That said, Santayana thought

there r¡rere various \,vays in which consciousness could discover

or, more accurately, turn its attention to the realm of
essence. To focus on one example, in Scepticism and Animal

Faith Santayana shows how the mental exercise of systematic

or methodologícal scepticism can lead to the discovery of
essence. According to Santayana, the radical sceptic,
suspending aI1 belief, is led to a vacant solipsism of the

present moment. Without delving into the arguments which fuel
Santayana's sceptical attack on the belief in indubitable,
transitive knowledge, vre can state that Santayana's official
epistemological position on scepticism is summed up in his

claim that:
Belief in the existence of anything, including
myself, is something radically incapable of
proof, and resting, like all belief, on some
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irrational persuasion or prompt'ing of life-
(Scepticism and Animal Faith, 35)

Thus for Santayana the resting place for doubt is ultimate

scepticism, a type of solipsism of the present moment, and

the consequent dissolution of all belief " l"lethodological

scepticism culminates with the suspension of all belief"

However, it is in such a state of non-belief, when the mind

is free from belief in the existence of anything, that
esserrces, in all their purity, present themselves to
consciousness. To be sure, ultimate scepticism is not a

mystical state of divine revelatíon, but simply the

deliberate suspension of belief. The solipsist, being

conscious, will sti11 have mental contents, despite the

suspension of belief; and, these contents will be essences:

The sceptíc, then, as a consequence of
carrying his scepticism to the greatest

lengths, finds himself in the presence of more

luminous and less equivocal objects than does

the working and believing mind; only these

objects are without meani*g, they are only

what they are obviously, all surface...
Scepticism therefore suspends all knowledge

worthy of the name, all that transitive and

presumptive knowledge of facts which is a form

of belief; and instead ít bestows intuition of

ideas, contemplative, aesthetic, dialectical,
arbitrary. (Scepticísn 70)
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Why Essences Do Not Exist
Granting that radical scepticism is one way of

discovering essences, it stil-l remains to be shown why

essences do not exist. Santayana has an 'official' argument

for his claim that essences do not exist and thus comprise a

distinct ontological realm from matter. The argiument rests on

the premíse that 'nothing given exists'. The following is a

reconstruction of Santayana's argument.

As indicated above, even a radical scepticism leading to
solipsism of the present moment will not banish the contents

of conscíousness. On the contrary, the radical sceptic, once

all belief in transitive knowledge is suspended, is left with
the discovery of essence. These essences are the immediate

data of consciousness. Thus, essences are 'given'. For

somethíng to be a 'given', under Santayana's terms, one 'must

be conscious of it immediately, that is one's consciousness

of it must not be mediated by one's consciousness of

something else, and one must be conscious of it indubitably'
in the sense that one's consciousness cannot distort its
character' (Sprigge, Santayana 66). This characterisation of

the given is precisely how Santayana characterises the

essences discovered after radical sceptícism. They are the

objects which Santayana says are 'aII surface'; they do not

stand for anythíng else, as when I believe the immediate

datum present to my consciousness reveals to me a material

object.
The reason why Santayana thinks the given does not exist

may be obvious at this point. The given is an essence.
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Essences are pure character. No part of the given's character

implies external relations; hence, external relations are

something adventitious to the given. Therefore, nothing given

exists:
In each datum taken separately there would be

no occasion to speak of existence. It woul-d be

an obvious appearance; whatever appeared there

would be si-mp1y and whoIIy apparent, and the

facL that it appeared...would not appear in it
at al-I. ( Scepticism , 44)

For example, one can think of a black, two-dimensional

square. What one conjures up to consciousness' approximately,

is a black plane figure having four sides of equal length and

four right angles. Butr no part of this essence's character

irnplies external relations or presentation to consciousness.

Indeed, Santayana goes so far as to say that for the given,

and thus for any essence, existence is something which cannot

even be predicated. Santayana writes:
the notion thaL the datum [or any essence]

exists is unmeaning, and if insísted upon is
false. That which exists is the fact that the

datum ís given at that particular moment and

crisis in the universe; the intuition' not the

datum ís fact which occurs...That which is
certain and given, on the contrary is
something of which existence cannot be

predicated, and which , until it is used as a

description of something else, cannot be
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either false or true. (Scepticism, 45)

Thus we have Santayana's argument for the claim that 'nothing
given exists'. Contemplating any datum given ín
consciousness, and Santayana does think that if 'I am

conscious at all, I am intuiting an essence' (Sprigge,

Santavana, 65), wê find that existence is no part of an

essence's character. This realisation is particularly acute

when one meditates upon essences after the rigours of radical
scepticism. Contemplating essences in their pure form, the

very idea of existence fades avray as an extraneous property

to any given character.

It may be useful to expand a bit on this argiument that

'nothing given exists'. Vüe noted that existence rirras not part

of the given's character. Thus, existence is not given in
intuition. !ùhat is given in intuition is always and only an

essence. We know, however, that essences, according to
Santayana, are universals in the sense that, they are eternal

objects - timeless objects which do not undergo change.

Finding an a philosophical ally in A.N. !{hitehead, Santayana

contends that Whitehead's 'eternal objects' articulate his

idea of 'essences'. Whitehead writes that each 'eternal
object is an individual- which, in its own peculiar fashion,

is what it is' (Essence 171). These two ideas, namely the

timelessness of essences coupled wíth the individual identity
of essences, bring out the idea that essences cannot in any

meaningful sense be saíd to exist. It wÍll be remembered that
one of the things that makes a tennis ball, for exampler ârl

existing object, is íts external relations to a tennis
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racket, a net, the court, etc. As Santayana puts it:
A mutual externality...an alternation of
centres such as moment and moment, thing and

thing, place and place, person and person - is
characteristic of existence. (l4atter 202)

This observation about the nature of existence' however,

brings out another, namely, that the external relations of

any existent are always open to change or alteration. They

are subject to a contínuous Heracleitian f1ux. Thus, the ball
can be smashed by the racket and end up at another area of

the court. In other words' $¡e can say that:
External relations are such as are due to the

position, not to the inherent character, of

the terms. They are always variable, and

existence, although it may endure by accident

for any length of time, is inherently mortal

and transítory. . . (l'latter 206 )

In contrast hrith this view of existence and shifting external

relations ís the eternal identity and individuality of

essences" From the above one can infer that essences cannot

enter into the field of existence precisely because any

essence is real 'only by virtue of its intrinsic character,

and stands in no adventitious relations to anything' (Essence

18). As Lach concisely puts the matter:

...each datum is a self-contained world whose

parts are internally related to - which is to
sây, immutably necessary for - the whole...no

existence has these features.(Lach, George
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Santayana 37 )

The necessary, internal relations of each essence renders

them immune from the demands of existence. Their

individuality is comprised solely of intrinsic and unchanging

relations. Thus, Do essence is what it is because of external

or existential relations. These considerations about essences

reinforce Santayana's claim thaL the realm of essence has no

place in the realm of existence.

Thus we have before us the main reasons why Santayana

thinks that existence is no part of essences. The ontological
demarcation is no$r complete; essences being implicated in one

realm of being, a realm of timeless self-identity, and matter

being ímplicated in another, a realm of external relations
and alteration.

The result of this dichotomy betvreen existence and

essence, however, is not íntuitively compelling to everyone.

Santayana's tlpe of ontology has no shortage of critics. The

contrasting views of Russell and Kant vrere touched upon

earlier, and with Santayana's ontology before us' vre may novr

address theír criticisms directly. First, however, there is a

knee-jerk reaction to the type of ontology that Santayana

proposes which deserves to be addressed.

Occam's Razor

Prima faeie, Santayana's ontology would seem to fly in
the face of Occam's methodological princiPle, which states

that entities are not to be multiplied beyond necessity. By

separating existence from essence, Santayana introduces an
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infinite realm of essence, and his ontology becomes 'bloated'
with universals. This tlpe of ontology does not appeal to
everyone. Quine, for example, would protest that Santayana's

doctrine of essences 'offends the aesthetic sense of us who

have a taste for desert l-andscapes' (Quine, From A Logical-

Ppfn! of__Viglq ¿ ) . No doubt, Quine's aesthetic sense f or

desert landscapes is a natural outgrowth of his faith in
Occam's principle. Quine states that we should accept an

ontology on the same principle as we accept a scientific
theory, that is: 'we adopt, at least insofar as we are

reasonable, the simplest conceptual scheme into which the

disordered fragments of rarrr experience can be fitted and

arranged' (16). Santayana certainly has not adopted his

ontology according to this methodological principle. His

ontology may thus be unjustified with its rank body of
postulations and abstract entities. In short, Occam's razor

would make neat work of Santayana's essences.

It ís clear that Santayana's aesthetic sense is
diametrícalIy opposed to Quine's. !{hereas as Quine states his
penchant for desert landscapes, Santayana responds 'I see no

lilies of the field, I see only an expanse of coal--dust'

(Santayana, The Realm of Truth 104). Of course, aesthetic
sense does not amount to a justification for an ontology.

And, Santayana does have a reply to Occam. First, as

discussed above, Santayana thinks that 'nothing is ever

present to me except some essence; so that nothing that I
possess in intuition, or actually see, is ever there'
(Scepticism 99). Given this proposition, it would seem a
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priori impossible to deny the ontological reality of essences

by employing Occam's razor, since, according to Santayana,

the principle must itself be an essence and to entertain it
in consciousness is to adnit essences into one's ontology.

Second, Santayana thinks the principle dubious if taken

categorically. Santayana poses the question: 'As to the truth
of simple rather than elaborate ideas, what evidence does

nature or history afford such a presumption?' (Truth 104).

Even Quine, we may note, recognised 'essences' in some senset

given that he thought, at least for mathematics, a platonic

ontology can be a good and useful myth (From a Loqical 18).

Third, from Santayana's description of the realms of
existence and essence, it is clear that it is not essences

which faII out of line with occam's principle, but only our

assumptions about that which exists. The reason for this
claim is that in discovering essences we are dist.inguishing

types of being and not multiplying the furniture of the

universe. It is false to think that $re are unnecessarily

multiplying entities when we 'posit' essences. Strictly
speaking, essences cannot be posited, like some distant
planet in a physical description of our cosmos. According to
Santayana, Occam's razor, as a methodological principle,
applies only to our descriptions about facts. It is useful to
guote Santayana at length on this matter:

The anxiety of the honest Occam to stick to

the facts, and pare his thoughts to the quick,

had this justification in ít, that sometimes

our images and distinctions are misplaced.
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Grammar, usurping the role of physics, created

metaphysics, the trouble with which is not at
all that it multiplies entities, since no

metaphysician can invent anything that did not

lie from all eternity in the realm of essence,

l-ike the plot of unwritten novels, waiting for
someone with wit enough to think of it. The

trouble is rather that the metaphysician

probably gives his favourite essences the

vrrong status. These beings may well be absent

from the time and place to which he hastily
assigns them; they may be incongruous

altogether wíth what happens to exist
anlnvhere. (Santayana, Soliloguies in Enqland

and Later Soliloquies 196)

This passage drives home Santayana's point: Occam's razor

applies only to our descriptions of nature, not to nature

itself nor to the 'images and distinctions', i.e., essences,

which we employ to describe the physical worId. Given that
essences are not physical objects, there is no danger of
Santayana's ontology violating Occam's razor. !ùhen we admit

the reality of essences !ùe are not multiplying entities
unnecessarily, but rather distinguishing different types of
being. Indeed, the only danger of violating Occam's razor is
when we falsely think that certain essences do exist and we

hypostatise them.

Of course, Santayana's objections to Occam's razor turn
on the dichotomy between essence and existence. And, at this
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point another objection may be raised: is the distj-nction not
artificial? More specifically, is Santayana's definition of
'existence' leqitimate?

'Io Be' Is Io Be The Value Of A Variable: Logic And

Exístence
Santayana's theory of essences contains aII that Russell

and those who take their lead from Russell's famous 'Theory
of Descriptions' wish to deny. As noted earlier, Santayana

thínks that one of the many meanings of the word 'ís' is
existence. Thus, if I v¡ere to say 'Pegasus is not', I am

saying that Pegasus does not exist. To say that Pegasus does

not exist is to say that there is no chunk of matter
exemplifying the characteristics of a winged horse, in
external relations and subject to change or alteration.
Conversely, to say that 'my cat exists' is to designate my

cat as being not merely an essence, like Pegasus or the
number 7, though my cat certaín1y has an essence, but as a

material entity - a part of the physical world.
Russell could not accept this analysis. His theory of

descriptions forces us to say that the phrase 'Pegasus does

not exj-st' actually translates into a descriptive statement

with a false truth value of the form: 'There is an x such

that x is a white wínged horse and x is identical to itsetf'.
On Russell's analysis, the meaning of existence turns
entirely on the satisfaction of propositional functions. For

Russell, 'existence' means that some 'propositional function
is true in at least one instance' (Logical Atomism 98).
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Further, under Russell's theory, to say of some thing in the
worl-d that it embodies the properties set out in a

proposition, that it further 'exists', is ,not false, but has

no meaning at all' (121).

Russel-I also maintains that a sentence like ,pegasus

does not' exist' does not implicate one in positing an ideal
realm of objects like Santayana's essences, because under

logical analysis the name 'Pegasus' is actually found to be

an abbreviated description (such as the one given above). The

description, of course, holds of nothing, or there is nothing
which can be the value of the variable 'x,. Thus, the once

existential statement with ontological import becomes a

descriptive statement. It is this logical analysis of
language which Russell, and those who fol-low his method,

believes avoids the trappings of an ontology with ,unreal

object,s' :

"A unicorn" is an indefinite description which

describes nothing. It is not an indefinite
description which describes something unreal.
(Russe11, Descriptions, 20th-Century

Philosophv: The Analytic Tradition 148)

No doubt rrve can take 'essences' as an example of what Russell
would call 'something unreal,. By turning ,existence' into
the property of propositíonal functions, ontological status
is ascribed only to those things that are exenprified in the
real world: some thing ís found to fulfiI t.he varíable in a

descriptive proposition, 'existence' becomes merely a

quantifier, the proposition is given a truth value and that
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is the end of the matter. There is no need to tark of ideal
objects with mysterious ontological status.

Russell has many followers. rndeed, one may put Russell
(or perhaps Frege) at the head of a well established
tradition that cashes out the meaning of ,existence' in
logicar analysis. t"Iore recentry, c.J.F. v{irriams, though not
in whore agreement vrith Russel-I, maintains what may be calIed
Russellian position" rn the tradition of Russerl, vüilriams
holds that exístence is what the existential quantifier
expresses and that:

a use of the verb ,be. will count as

existential only if t.he proposition in which

it occurs can be paraphrased by using instead
the existential quantifier. (Williams, What is
Existence 294-5)

For wilIiams, logic is the true heir of metaphysics. Logical
anarysis puts 'existence' in its proper place and so removes

Russell's vrorry about 'faIse philosophy'. Like Russell,
!ùilIiams maintains that any use of the word ,existence, ís
meaningful only in regard to logical quantifiers and any

existential sense of 'be' is ,explicable in terms of the
notion of variable' (3241. The terms ,there is' and ,be' have

purely syntactical ro1e, not a semantic one. Thus, in
employing logicar analysis, ?tilliams banishes any ontological
reading of 'existence'.
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Tbe Narrowness Of The Quant,ificatíon Reading Of

Exist,ence
In defence of Santayana one can make the objection that

all theories which define the concept of existence in terms

of quantification are conceptually narro\Âr and miss an

egually, if not more plausible ontoTogÍcal reading of
existence. rn making this objection v¡e are defending the view

that 'existence' signifies an ontologícal category; a type of
reality that \¡re may attribute to some objects and not to
others.

First, it is important to note that Santayana does not
want to maintain that every proposition has existentiaT
import. V{hat Santayana does maintain is that existence can be

understood as an ontological category; it is one mode of
reality we can distinguish in our experience. Language,

however, does not commit us to claims about existence.
Briefly, Santayana would regard a proposition like ,pegasus

is white' as a simple case of predication where the copula

'is' predicates an adjective of a noun. Both terms, ví2.,
'Pegasus'and'white', are simply essences and in the act of
predication we are merely describing or analysing one aspect

of a larger essence. The main point is, however, that in
predication we are only contrasting essences and are not
forced into exístential claims:

In the realm of essence, however, all elements

are símpIy juxtaposed, and the trick of
predicating one essence of another is only a

means of carrying attention from some whole in
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which it is a feature; in other words a means

of analysis or synthesis. (Some Meaninqs 202)

On the other hand, Santayana's understanding of what happens

during predication does involve, at the bare minimum, the
recognition of properties. This is what predication does: it
describes one property or essence in terms of another" Thus,

in the act of predication we are coiltmit.ted to some

ontological import at the very least for the essences which

we invoke in the act of predication, though we are not
committed to granting these essences existential status.

Returning no\¡r to the main argument, what all those who

follow the Russellian account of existence have in common is
that they think the 'on1y philosophically sound analysis of
the concept of existence is Lhat which takes existence to be

a matter of instantiation' (lIunitz, Existence and Loqic 86).
Russell, as noted, thinks 'existence' is a property of
propositional functions. Indeed, Russell thinks this gives us

the 'fundamental meaning of 'existence" (Loqical Atomism

98). The question now is why must vre accept such a narrow

understanding of 'existence'? Does logical analysis really
give t,he fundamental meaning of 'exístence'?2

Santayana's treatment of existence as an ontological
category can be saved if we reject the Russellian prografiìme.

Munitz proposes just such an approach. Following Munitzr srê

can ask if it is not entirely plausíb1e to keep ,existence'

as an ontological concept and regard 'there is' as the proper

2 Wittiam Barrett raises this type of objection when he asks: ,Did
Bertrand Russell, the man, ever bel-ieve that he existed in the same
sense in which the root of an equation exists?'. Irration4l Man. p.300.
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reading of Russell's existential propositions. In doing so we

are then regarding Russell's existential propositions as

'making instantiation claims about concepts', which is
categorically distinct from 'making ontological claims about

the existence of individuals in the world as of the world

itself' (Existence and Loqic BB). Note that this proposal in
no way jeopardises the Russellian prograÍrme. One can make

instantiation claims as much as one Iikes. As lvlunitz states:

'the use of 'there is' to mark an instantiation claim cuts

across all sorts of different subject matters, and can be

used in connection with predicates ('F's) as widely varied as

you please, while itself remaining univocally constant. It
simply means that the predicate 'E', whatever that might be,

holds or applies for some cases or instances.' (Existence and

Loqic B9). Thus I am able to to say'Pegasus exists', but

instead of this turning into a (false) Russellian existential
proposition, it r,rrilI be read in this case as an instantíation
claim of the form 'The concept Pegasus has instances'. The

upshot of the conceptual-instantiation reading is that it
does 'not follow that if we can say some concept is
instantíated that the instanee must be an objecx or that it
exists' (Existence and Loqic 90). Hence, under this re-
reading of t'he Russellian progr€unme, ltre can say that
existence is not a matter of instantiation, or satisfyíng
propositional functions. We can make a differentiation
between'existence' meaning'there is', as in'there are

instances of some concept', and 'existence' in the

ontological sense. This later sense of 'existence' diverges
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from 'there is' as logical constant in that it represents
something we can ask of the concepts which have instances,
ví2., 'do they exist ?'. In Santayana's terms we could ask if
the concept has any 'exemprification in matter or in events'
(Essence 721) " And, once we ask this question, v¡e are

recognising 'existence' as an ontological concept. Of course,
two people need not agree as to what ,existence' qua

ontological concept means, but the fact remains that the
meaning of existerrce is rejected as being so1ely a function
of predicate logic.

In conclusion v¡e can say that the Russellian reading
of 'existence' suffers from a shortcoming in that it captures

only the analytical reading of existence as meaning ,there

is' or 'has instances'. The Russellian prograflune is flawed in
that it does not capture the meaning of ,existence' as an

ontological concept. There is no reason why we should be

forced to think that the entire meaning of ,existence' is
cashed out in the existential quantifier. Followíng ì4unitz's
suggestion of taking Russell's existential propositions as

making instantiation claims about concepts, we carf always ask

whether the concepts which have instances are representative
of objects or individuals. This would seem congruent to
Santayana's claim that it is always an open question whether

or not some particular essence is exemplified or manifested
in matter. Thus r¡re can see that by rejecting the Russellian
treatment of existence as being incomplete or too narro\^/, trre

are able to preserve the ontological reading of ,existence,

and defend Santayana's ontological dichotomy.
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An Internal lhreat,: tbe Paradox Of The Essence Of

Exístence
There is another far more pressing difficutty v¡íth

santayana's dichotomy between existence and essence that does

not come from rival philosophical canps. Rather, it is a

paradox inherent ín Santayana's o$rn ontology. The paradox

results directly from any attempt to define ,existencê,,

given that any definition, accordíng to Santayana, will
merely invoke an eternal essence.

Levinson touches on the problem when he writes that
'there is a difference between what something is and

establishing that it has actually happened, i-s happening¡ or
will happen' (Levinson Santayana, Pragmatism, and The

Spirítual Lífe 214\. Vüe may well agree, but the question ís:
what is this difference? Two considerations must be

remembered for thís paradox to come to light. First,
Santayana's definition of material existence. For Santayana,

the existing material world is:
...the only povrer. ".It determines the
character, order and tempo of all events.
(Apologia 521).

Second, we must remember that for Sant.ayana essences are

ideal terms. As such essences are:
...prior to existence, but beíng infínitely
various they cannot, determine existence to
take one form rather than another. (Essence

81)
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rn other words essences are impotent; they are po\Ârerless. By

definition, the materiar existence represents the onry po$rer.

And, here lies the paradox: what quality ¡ ot essence, does

the material world posses such that it can manifest essences?

what quality does existence have to bring about the materiar
world of external relations, flux and causation? Of course,
to designate a feature is to designate an essence - and we

know that no essence can be a force of actualisation or
determine existence. Thus, it seems that we cannot make

intelligible the concept of existence within Santayana's

ontology. John Lach sums up the problem concisely:
If we look for the feature of matter that
makes this remarkable feat possible

[actualisation of essence], v¡e are sure to be

disappointed. Each characteristic is an

essence, and essences, being impotent, are

unable to accomplish their own actualisatíon.
As a result, there can be nothing specific in
matter that is responsible for existence, it
can itself have no nature, not even the nature
of giving embodíment to forms. (Lach,

Santayana 138)

This paradox cannot be thought of as anything but a serious
problem for Santayana's ontology. In some vrays j_t is a

return to Kant's question of 'what are vre adding to a concept
of a thing when we say that it exists?'. Under Santayana,s

ontological categories vre are forced to draw a blank.
At the very Ieast, rr'/e can say that Santayana appears to
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have recognised this problem. His reply v/as to say that
existence is a surd (Realm of Essence 109); it is an

unintelligible force that is ,groundlessi essentially
groundless' (Apologia 505). Indeed, this appears to be all- he

could say" on the other hand, santayana appears to have been

content with this ansvrer. He claimed to consider his
materiarism a presupposition and not a conclusion. He writes:
'I ask myself only what are the fundamental presuppositions
that I cannot live \^rithout making. And I find that they are
summed up in the word materialism' (Apologia 505). And, if
t.his problem irritated the dialecticían, santayana thought
it was of no consequence because ,any attempt to deny

Imateríal existence] would be idle; the denial ítseIf would

reintroduce the very categories of existence, f1ux, self-
transcendence and truth (Essence I20-L2L) - Thus, Santayana

seemed content to accept the notion of existence as an

groundless surd. While material_ existence does play a
fundamental role in santayana's ontology, vre are left r¡¡ithout

a.n answer as to how material existence becomes the
ontorogical category that ít does. since vre cannot point to
any one feature of existence which accounts for the material
reality of the physical world, vre are obliged to take the
reality of the material world on faith - one of the
inevitable presuppositions of daily life.

Conclusíon: Reconsíderíng Ihe Categories
Fina1ly, in way of closing, rnre can note that there is at
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l-east one philosopher who thinks that santayana need not be

saddled with accepting material existence as an

'unintelligible surd' that exemplifies essences. Angus Kerr-
Lawson rejects the view that santayana must treat materiar
existence as being compretely divorced from substance. As

Kerr-Lawson reads santayana, santayana always thinks fozm is
conceptually part of matter. Thus, to ,say that existence is
a surd, as santayana does, is not to say that matter is
formress in its inner being'. ,rt i-s rather to say that this
nature is a mystery, probably not definable in any terms
known to humanity' (Angus Kerr-Lawson,, ?he Nicene creed 31).
contrary to Lach's analysis, and perhaps santayana himself,
Kerr-Lawson forces us to rethink the ontological dichotomy of
existence and essence. Kerr-Lar¡rson would have us accept a

dichotomy of essence and existence/essence or substance. The

paradox of santayana's ontology discussed above does not
arise for Kerr-Lawson because, according to him, there is no
particuJar feature of existence which accounts for change and
the exemplification of essences. On the contrary, ,some

features of matter may relate to causar force, so rong as \Âre

do not insist on abstracting that feature from the
substratum, and asking it soTeJy to be responsible for
change' (31).

This interpretation of santayana's ontology changes the
purity of the categories. !ühile essences retain their
distinction, existence cannot be separated from essences. rn
addition, it may not sorve the paradox. rf Kerr-Lawson claims
that v¡e may safery interpret santayana's realm of matter as
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intrinsically having form as part of itself, we can stil1 ask
what this 'itself is that combines with essences to create
material rearít,y. Thus, to say that ,some features of maLter
may rerate to causar force' would seem to merel-y arter the
paradox of how one particular feature can account for the
nature material existence, to how a some or a colrection of
features can. rn any case, the problem remains the same, and

so accepting material existence as an ,unintelrigible surd'
mêy, in the end, be more desirable than any sorution which
attempts to redraw the conceptual lines around santayana's
ontological categories.
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FROM EXTSTEI¡CE AND ESSENCE IO !,Í.AITER, MIND AND

MORAL I T Y

Introduct,ion
So far I have examined two ultimate categories in

Santayana's ontology. As I have shown, the ontological
categories of essence and existence represent two kinds of
reality santayana finds conspicuously present ín experience.
on the one hand are essences or the recognisable character of
any object or feeling. Essences are the immediate data of
consciousness; they are the only things which ,can ever be

observed with direct and exhaustive clearness, (Santayana,

Proust On Essences 2731. On the other hand, belief in
anything beyond the immediate datum of consciousness - that
is, in the material- world - invokes the category of
exÍstence. The category of existence delineates all of our
conmon sense beliefs about the physical world. Thus we find
that belíef in essence and exístence is ,inevitable to a

thought attentive to appearance, and honestly expressive of
action' (Scepticism 308) .

The next step in understanding how Santayana's ontology
generates his morar theory is to show how the categories of
essence and existence factor into the human condition. ply

object.íve in this section is to explicate how santayana's
ontological categories determine a vision of the human

condition which lays the foundatíon for his moral theory.
Having already examined santayana's ontological dichotomy,
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the purpose of this chapter is to elucídate the ideas

contained in the transitíonal step of santayana's proposition
thatz ontoTogy justifjes materiaTism, and Xhe materíaLism
justifies rational ethics (A General Confession 241¡ that
is, the step from ontology to materialism and then

materialism to morality. To accomplish this task one must

determine what imprications santayana's category of existence
has on our understanding of the world and our place in it,
and what role essences play for us as sentient creatures.
Answering these questions takes us in two different
directions. These two different directions may be loosely
described as, first, the implications for the life of the
individual as far as the indívidual is a physical organism

and, second, the life of the individual insofar as he or she

is endowed with consciousness. In sum, one may say that
revearing how santayana's ontologicar categories factor into
the human condition involves an explication of both
Santayana's materialism and his account of consciousness.

Matter And Morality
In the first part of this section I sha1l examine the

general features of santayana's materialism in order that we

may trace out the implications for the human condition. In
particular, I will first present what are, for Santayana, the
main features of the material world. second, r wirl show how

this vision of the material world gives rise to what

Santayana calls a psyche. The psyche may be otherwise
described as the material organisation of the body. Generated
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by the material world, the psyche is the source of order and

direction for the individual as a biological organism.

Final1y, once I have developed this understanding of the
psyche, I will reveal the connection between Santayana's

conception of the psyche and his moral theory. As I will try
to show, because the psyche is the origin of aII interests
and preferences for the individual, it is the key to the

origin of values and, ultimately, to the material foundation
of Santayana's moral theory.

Mind And Morality
fn the latter part of this section I shall discuss

Santayana's account of conscíousness, or as he calls it,
'spirit'. Here my specific purpose is to show how Santayana's

account of consciousness, invoking an ontological realm

distinct from that of existence, gives rise to moral- values
as they are commonly understood, ví2., in the language of
'good' and 'evil'.

Briefly, Santayana's account of consciousness is
epiphenomenalist: although consciousness is generated by

organic neurological processes of the brain, it is itself an

immaterial by-product of the physícal world. Consciousness

does not have any causal force over the body, nor does one

act of consciousness have any effect over another. Rather,
consciousness is realised as a powerless neutral state. Thus

we find Santayana describing conscíousness the ,residue of
existence' (Santayana, Reasons and Common Sense 1251. Hence,

ontologically, consciousness ínvokes the realm of essence.
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Furthermore, in addition to taking immaterial essences as its
terms of thought, consciousness is divorced from the realm of
existence for the reason that, keeping in line with
epiphenomenalism, 'moments of spirit Ior states of
consciousnessl are not facts or events in the physical world
and cannot be identified with anything which could be found

within a human head or in any other place' (Sprigge,

Santavana 107 ) .

Santayana's epiphenomenalist account of consciousness,

however, does not render consciousness meaningless or without
purpose. Instead, the reality of consciousness opens up the
realm of essences and therefore the possibility of value.
Among the multitude of essences consciousness may

'contemplate', or take as its ideal object, are moral

essences: good and evil. In doing so consciousness becomes

the (impotent) register of values and the mental transcript
of the life of the psyche. Indeed, far from being

meaningless, the life of consciousness ultimately determines

the 'inner difference between being awake or asleep, alive or
dead', and 'this difference is morally absolute' (Spirit 18).

In the absence of consciousness moral intuitions could never

arise; there could only be the blind mechanism of existence
grinding away. There would be no occasion for the world of
morality. As Santayana states in The Sense of Beauty, echoing

Spinoza's famous phrase, 'In removing consciousness, we have

removed the possibility of worth' (13). Thus, Santayana's

account of consciousness, with its function as the intuition
of essences and the mental transcript of the life of the
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value-indeedratruly
absent from the world.

A FínaI Word Of Introduction
As a final introductory note, I should perhaps state

that much of what I present on Santayana's material-ism and

his account of physical reality will be of value for the

following chapter. The body of this chapter is mainly

exegetical; I wish to describe the transition in Santayana's

philosophy from ontology to materialism to morals. Thus, this
chapter will be an important reference point when, in the

next chapter, I investigate precisely what tlpe of moral

theory emerges from Santayana's ontology and materialism.

The General Features Of Matter Or Substance

At one time Santayana wrote that 'in natural philosophy

I am a decided materialist - apparently the only living one'

(Scepticism vii). For Santayana, being a materialist meant

accepting a certain set of propositions about the nature of
matter or substance. Now, there are tlvo preliminary points
which deserve attentíon before presenting Santayana's

description of matter or substance. First, I have been using

the terms 'matter' or 'substance' to refer Lo that which

exists. One may say that 'substance' is simply the stuff of
the material worId, a possible object of scientific
investigation. Taking 'substance' in this sense, vre can

equate 'substance' with 'matter'. However, not all- critics
woul-d agree with this analysis. Lach, for instance, denies

of
be
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that 'matter' and 'substance, are synonymous in Santayana's
philosophy. He thinks that the idea of matter is ,frankly

ontological', the idea being that ,its function ís to help us

understand the different modes of being, not to cal_I

attention to the nature of the world in whose bosom we rive,
(Lach, Santayana 73). I have tried to respect Lach's main

poi-nt of distinguishing between an ontologicar category and a
possible objecx of knowledge or scientific investigation by

making Santayana's ontology turn on a díchotomy between

existence and essence. The ,frankly ontological' category
Lach calls 'matter' I have called ,existence'. Thus, if Lach

rejects this reading of equating substance with matter T

think the dispute ís merely verbal. Furthermore, Santayana

provides good reason for thinking of ,matter, and ,substance'

as the same physicaT thing when he writes:
Matter is properly a name for the actual
substance of the natura1 worId, whatever that
substance may be. (Matter 332)

And, in another example, when he writes:
Matter...which is what the Greek naturalists
tried to describe, is not a metaphysical but a

physical substance: it is weighed, measured,

and operated on in chemistry, physics, and the
arts- (Santayana, Appearance and ReaLity L42)

In short, I think one may safely'think of ,matter, and

'substance' as being synonymous given that one may preserve
Lach's ontological/physical díchotomy by dístinguishing
between 'existence' and ,essence' on the ontological side,
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and on the physical side 'matter' or 'substance,.
The next point which must be mentioned before presenting

Santayana's description of matter or substance is that
santayana's materialism is not properly a scientific theory
nor a collection of concl-usions from analytic arguments.

Santayana states that his materialism ,is no academic

opinion'; rather, 'it is an everyday conviction...from
experíence and observation of the worrd at. large' (A Generar

confession t2). Thus, when santayana describes the nature of
substance he does not pretend to be describing the ult.imate
nature of physical reality. Santayana writes:

But my materialism...is not metaphysical. I do

not profess to know what matter is ín itself,
and feel no confidence in the divination of
those esprits forts who, leading a lífe of
vice, thought the universe must be composed of
nothing but dice and billiard balls. I wait
for the men of science to tell me what matter
is".. (Scepticism víii).

rnstead of pretending to describe what matter is in itserf,
Santayana's materialism is merely an expression of the
convictions of coiltmon sense. In describing the nature of
substance, santayana is describing the physical world in the
most general vray" He is saying that if you grant the
existence of the material worId, if you believe, as common

sense naturally does, in the rearity of substance, then here

are the tenets about the natural world to which, however

tacitly, you pledge allegiance. !,Iith these pretiminary points
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out of the way, we can turn to Santayana's account of the

material world.

Santayana writes that belief in the existential reality
of maLter or substance is the 'presupposition not only of all
natural science but of all deliberate action' (Apologia 505).

But what are the particulars of this presupposition?

Santayana is guite specific. First, Santayana lists the so-

caIled 'indispensable' properties of substance. They are as

follows:
1. Substance is external to the thought which

posits it.
2. Substance has parts and constitutes a

physícaI space.

3. Substance is in flux and constitutes a

physical time.

4. Substance is unequally distributed.
5. Substance composes a rel-ative cosmos.

(I"latter 202-203)

The first of these indíspensable properties of substance

reiterates Santayana's principle of existence as being

comprised of external relations. Yet, Santayana believes that
each of these propositions are true of physical reality. More

accurately, we can say that Santayana thinks they are t.he

indispensable assumptions of an uncompromising materialism.
Again, Santayana ís content to emphasize that these

propositions are the tacit assumptions about the world which

one cannot help but making in day to day life and action. As

Sprigge writes: 'The special status Santayana claims for
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these five propositions is that they are implicated in any

sense that we have of our own animal needs, and that it is
this sense which forces us to abandon scepticism' (Sprigge,

Santayana 137-138). fndeed, we'could say that the central
purpose of Santayana's materialism is, as O'Sullivan
indicates, 'no more than a fundamentalÌy untechnical attempt

to stick to what cotnmon sense teaches everyone' (O'Sullivan,
Santayana 58). In the upshot, Santayana's materialism is thus

more ethícal than scientific in that ultimately it does not

aim at 'a literal description of the external- world, but at
pragmatically identifying the conditions of human happiness'

(sB).

Santayana adds five more 'presumable properties of
substance' which he finds evident in normal life and thus

'may be assumed in natural philosophy' (l"latter 2331. These

additional properties are listed as follows:
6. Substance sometimes takes the form of

animals in whom there are feelings, images,

and thoughts. These mental facts are

ímmaterial.

7. The same mental facts are manifestations of
substance.

8. The phases or modes thorough which

substance flows are continuous.

9. The quantity of substance remains

equivalent throughout.

10. Each phase or mode of subst,ance, although

not contained in its antecedents, is
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predetennined by them in its place and

guality, and proportionate to them in
extent and intensity. (Matter 233-234)

Having thus listed the general features of matter or
substance we can nov¡ trace out the important implícations for
the human condition.

Ihe lrratíonality Of Materíal Reality
First, the individual must recognise that there is no

necessity in the existential reality of matter nor in the

forms it takes. The individual simply finds himself in a

material world which manifestly embodies a certain set of
characteristics. In the previous chapter it was discussed

that existence is a surd. For Santayana this implies the

ultimate contingency that matter should exist at all, let
alone take on any particular form. There can be no rationale
for existence of matter or substance. To designate a

gualitative reason for the existence of matter is to merely

define an eternal essence, and no essence can have polver over

reality. Furthermore, âDy reason for existence would itself
caII for justification and explanation. Santayana writes: 'if
I thought I saw a ground for [existence], I should have to
Iook for a ground for that ground, ad infinitum. I must halt
content at the quia, at the brute fact' (Apologia 505).

Existence, in short, is a brute fact. Thus, ât the outset,
the indívidual must accept the ult.imate irrationality of
existence of the physical world.
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A Síng1e Causa1 Nexus

Next, the individual must recognise their physical
relationship to the material world, which constitutes a

unified field of action. For the individual, reality is not
to be identified with a series of passing intuitions of sense

data; it is not the solipsist's dream. Rather, substance

exists: it lies external to me and constitutes an objective
world of causal interaction. As Santayana writes: ,aIl

recognisable substance must lie in the same field in which
the organism of the observer occupies a relative centre'
(Matter 203). Proposition 6 affirms that substance sometimes

'takes the form of animars'. Hence, as individuals we are one

of the 'unegually distributed, (p.4) portions of substance

engaged in action with other portions of substance. Thus, the
individual, as a physical body, is caught up in a single
field of action, a web of change and arteration constituting
a physical space and time (i.e., what Santayana ca1ls in
proposition 5 a 'relative cosmos'). In sum, since ,a11

existent reality is continuous with my body, everything
capable of affecting me must lie in a single spatiotemporal
matrix' (Lach, Santayana 47¡.s

3 Santayana maintains that the material world is causa-Z. or deterministic
in character. since substance is constantry in frux (p.g), and since the
quantity of substance of our rerative cosmos remains equi-valent
throughout (p.9), we end up with the concrusíon that the different
phases or modes v¡hich substance takes is predeterrnined. by anteced.ent
phases or modes (p.10). Santayana's convíctions about the deterministic
nature of material reality are summed up when he writes that ,anyone who
can at all catch the drift of experíence...must feel that mechanism
rules the whole worl-d, (Santayana, Reason and Science 76).
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Mat,eríalism And The Nature Of The Individual: Body,

Organism And Psyche

One of the contingent facts about the material world is
that it 'sometimes takes on the form of living animals'

(proposition 6). Ignoring, for the moment, the fact that we

are animals endowed with consciousness, Santayana's account

of the material world forces us to recognise that the

individual is, first and foremost, a substance: a chunk of
matter in a rnechanical, spatiotemporal matrix. Thus, in the
most general wây, r¡re can say that the individual is a body

And, 'this places man guite correctly in the realm of matter
amongst other bodies, but it treats them summarily and

external as gross units and dead weights, ignoring their
immaterial properties and their subtle physical substance and

relations' . (Spirit 15) .

Yet, the individual is more than a body with a specific
dead weight. The indívidual is alive or animated. The

individual is thus an organism. Specifically, the individual
is more than a body 'by virtue of its vital power of
nutrition and reproduction' (15). We can thus refine our

definition of the individual as a 'body' by not,ing a unique

aspect of animal bodies: they actively work to sustain
themselves and reproduce.

Accepting these general observations vre come to one of
the most important aspects of Santayana's materialism and the
nature of the individual: namely, the psyche. The 'psyche'
is Santayana's concept for the actívities and operations of
biological organisms ì LL is essentially an explanatory tool-
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and considered a semi-mythical entity (Sprigge, Santayana

98). To understand Santayana's notion of the psyche it is
first necessary to explain his notion of a trope. A trope is
the total essence or description of 'any event as

distinguished from that event itself '(l"latter 294). The

difference between any trope from the event it exemplifies is
simply that the event is enacted and belon9s, ontologically,
to the realm of existence, while the trope is the form of
that event - the event's description taken as a universal
(2931. In this sense, a trope is a truthful description of
any event" As Santayana states: 'it is the essence of that
sequence seen under the form of eternity' (2941. Applying

this notion of a Lrope to the individual as a living
organismr wê can say that the psyche is a trope, 'which

defines a life and marks íts course from birth to death in
some human creature' (328). In this sense, the psyche is not

a substance; it is not synonymous with the human body. It is
more akin to Aristotle's conception of the psyche or 'soul'
as 'the form of a natural body having life potentially within
it' (De Anima 4L2a 20\. Thus, while the object of the psyche

is a material organism, the psyche itself is a system of
characteristics 'inherited or acguíred, displayed by living
bodies in their growth and behaviour' (lrlatter 331).

To help illustrate Santayana's notíon of the psyche it
may be useful to note that Santayana clajms the psyche is the

observable 'object' of biology (333). ![hat Santayana means is
that 'To understand the psyche is to understand the

predetermined character of any living organism, our dynamic
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physical being'; it is to understand the 'material nucleus of

order. ".by which the requisite elements are selected,

arranged, and kept for a time (which we call life) in organic

circulation' (Phvsica1 Order 198) " Therefore, to study the

life of an organism, be it the progranme of embryology or

geriatrics, is to study the psyche.

The Psyche And Orígín Of Anímal Interests
Santayana vigorously rejected any empiricist notion of

the self as 'nothing but a bundle or collection of different
perceptions' (Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature I, iv, 6).

Santayana felt that this phenomenalistic conception of the

self left 'no room for anything latent', and 'in a living
being, especially in a nice Englishman, what is latent is the

chief thing' (Soliloquies 2771. For Santayana, the

assumptions of materialism, as presented above, must underlie

any understanding v/e have of the individual. 'lvlan, in so far
as his being is rooted ín what Santayana describes as the

physical order of the psyche, belongs to the causal world'
(O'Su11ivan, Santayana 56-57). Staying within the tenets of

materialism, the psyche is 'that habit in matter which forms

the human body and the human mind' (Soliloguies 221\.

However, by taking the psyche as the habit of matter which

fozms the human body and human mind, the psyche become the

principle of the long-term deveTopment of the body. As such

the psyche 'defínes a life': the psyche is a 'material
system, stretching over both time and space' (22L). Contained

within our psyche:
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There is our whole past, as it !,¡ere, knocking

at the door; there are our silent hopes; there
are our future discourses and decisions
working a\Âray, like actors rehearsing their
parts, at their several fantastic arguments.

All thís is the psyche's work. (Èratter 337)

Thusr srê can say that the psyche accounts for everything that
is latent in the selft it embodies all the potentiality of a

human life from íts beginning to its final development.

To say that the psyche embodies a1I that is potential
within us and aecounts for our material development is to
view the psyche as the ultimate origin of animal interests.
!üe coul-d say that the psyche accounts for all physical
predispositíons of animal life. These predispositions, such

as the habit of the body to repair itself after being

injured, may be considered 'animal interests' insofar as they
represent the (innate) physÍcal course of development of some

animal organism. Of course, vre are here taking the terms

'animal interests' and 'predispositions' in a purely
mechanistic way; we are noting, to repeat Santayana,s phrase,

the 'habit of matter'; the operations of a psyche, in regard
to some material organism.

Again, ít is precisely because the psyche represents the
predetermined, specífic directíon of an animal lífe, that it
follows that the psyche constitutes a set of interests for
the individual. This fact is obvious enough if we think of
the general features of the human organism. For example, we

instinctively seek to avoíd pain; this fact alone presupposes
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the existence of a determinate nature; specifically, a psyche

with a set of constituLional interests wound up for self-
preservation (Common Sense 223-227). Even more generally, v¡e

need only t.hink of any experience which causes alarm or some

intense sensation withín us, be this sensation pleasant or
unpleasant. Santayana uses the term 'shock' to refer to some

intense sensation \{e may perceive, and he writes:
What shock proves, if it proves anything, is
that I have a nature to which all events and

all developments are not egually welcome. How

could any apparition surprise or alarm me, or

how could interruption of any sort overtake

rnêr unless I !,ras somehow running on in a

certain direction, with a specific rhythm? Had

I not such a positive nature, the existence of
material things and their most violent impact

upon one another, shattering the world to
atoms, would leave me a placid observer of
their movement. (Sceptícism 146)

As noted, in referring to the 'interests' of some definite
nature we are staying within the realm of materialísm. In
fact, Santayana often employs the word 'impulse' over

'interest' to represent the 'specifi-c direction' of a psyche

and stiI1 remain within the parameters of physical language

talk. For exampler vrê can thínk of the most basic impulse as

the act of breathing. We do this act involuntarily, and if
somehow we are hindered in t,his act our impulse to breath
becomes all the more vigorous. This impulse to breath -
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perhaps a more plausible phrase over 'our interest in
breathing' - also represents a 'specific directíon' of a

psyche. And, for the philosophical materialist, thwarted

impulse can only indicate the presence of a determinate

nature and set of interests:
Yet there is one thing that is equally
intolerable, and that is to be forced to move

in a direction that arrests and reverses an

impulse already afoot. If nothing in
particular \^rere afoot in us we should not be

al-ivei s/e should not even be material factors
in the wor1d, with specific properties and

effects. (Physical Order 203)

In summary, because the psyche represents a system of
characteristics and predispositions for some animal life, it
is the origin of interests or impulses: the specific
direction of some anímaI Iife.

The Psyche And Origin Of Preference And Morality
Accepting that the psyche accounts for all

predispositions of animal life, that it is the source of
animal interests, has important implícations. Accordíng to
Santayana, this fact alone accounts for the origin of
morality:

This predetermined, specific direction of
animal life is the key to everything moral;
without iL no exteirnal circumstance could be

favourable or unfavourable to us; and spirit
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\^/ithin us \¡rould have no reason to welcome, to
deplore, or to notice anything. (Soliloquies
2Le).

Granting that the psyche represents a determinate nature, a

set of constitutional interests or a collection of impulses,

it may not be self-evident why the psyche is the key to
everything moral. The reason, stated concisely, is that the
psyche establishes the ultimate eriteria of preference for
the individual and, for Santayana, morality is grounded in
preferences - preferences as determined by the psyche with
its system of impulses' and 'interests'.

Santayana proclaims that': 'The root of morality is
animal bias' (Truth 77), and that the 'nerve of moral
judgrment is preference: and preference is a feeling or
impulse to action' (Santayana, The Realm of Truth 67).

Hence, for Santayana, the 'fact that certain things are

preferable relative to the nature of the individual psyche is
the basis of morality' (Lach, Santayana's l"IoraL PhiTosophy

332). Thus, it is precisely because the psyche establishes a

determinate physical nature, a system of relative interests
and specific ímpulses to action, and therefore the ultimate
basis of preference, that the concept of 'morality' comes

into p1ay. In short, 'morality, like health, is determíned by

the existing constitution of our animal natures' (A General

Confession 25).

I shall discuss in detail the larger picture of
Santayana's moral theory in the next chapter. For nolr7, my

main purpose is sirnply to reveal how Santayana's materialism,
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the embodiment of existential reality, supplies the

foundation for morality. Even the brief description above

should suffice to show that it is Santayana's assumptions

about the material world which l-ead to his conception of
morality. 'It{orality', as Santayana understands it, is
contingent upon the disposition of the psyche with its system

of interests. In the absence of some definite nature, if the

individual were not a biological organism with a

predetermined, specific direction of animal life, there could

be no basis for preference, and so no occasion for morality.
In short, while Santayana's ontological category of existence

conceptually frames his materialism, his materialism supplies

the foundation for his moral- theory.

The Phenomenology Of llorality
Thus far in discussing SanLayana's account of the psyche

I have done so in light of his materialism. Discussing the

nature of the material world, that it gives rise to
biological creatures with specific characters or psyches, and

that these psyches embody a physical order or 'habit of
matter', is a purely descriptive enterprise. It is
Santayana's account of physical reality and the human

condition. However, in discussing Santayana's account of the

origin of morality it becomes difficult to remain within the

framework of value-free language. For instance, it is
somewhat mísleading to talk of interests' given the value-
judgrment overtones of such a term; saying that the psyche

has some 'interest' seems to take us into the normative
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sphere. However, in reality, such terms are merely

'moralistic names naturalry given to biological habits by

current ranguage' (santayana, l,Íind Liberating and Deeeptive
1371. As Lach states, what we are really discussing when

taking about the 'interests' of the psyche is what santayana
wourd consider 'morar action', such as the bodies habit to
mend itself after injury so that it, wirl survive. From a

strictry materialist viewpoint this 'morar action' of the
psyche is purely mechanical - it is ,b1ind behaviour,
(Lach, ì,Ioral Philosophy 333). rn order to present santayana's
'moraI theory' in a way perhaps more commonly understood,
namely, in the language of ,goods' and ,evi1s,, it is
necessary to depart from the ontological category of
existence and the material world and invoke an artogether
different realm of being.

From the standpoint of spirit or consciousness the
preferences and interests of the psyche are reflected in an

artogether different vray. proposition 6 and 7 of santayana,s

'presumable properties of substance' state that substance

sometimes takes the form of animals in whom there are
feelings, images and Lhoughts. Further, these feeling, images

and thoughts are herd to be 'manifestations of substance'.
lühat this means is that for santayana t,he contents of
consciousness are mentar manifestations of physicar events
which take place ín the body. conscíousness, in short, ís the
expression of bodily life (Common Sense 207). This is
santayana's epiphenomenalist theory of mind mentioned
earrier. under this theory - which is realry the natural
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development of Santayana's uncompromisíng materialism
(Apologia 52Ll - matter is the only pov/er and consciousness

is but an epiphenomena of the psyche, a by-product of the
biological/neurological processes of the brain. Of course, in
the previous chapter Ít was noted that, according to
Santayana, the contents of consciousness are essences. AII
the mind ever has before it is some essence, some gualitative
term of thought. If one is conscious at all, then one is
intuiting an essence. The given of consciousness, be it the
given of some fantastic dream or of 'everyday types of
conscíousness', 'consists of pure essences' (Sprigge,

Santavana 66). Henee, what is reflected in the epiphenomena

of consciousness is always and only some essence.4

Taking these two ideas together, namely, Santayana's

epiphenomenalism and his account of essences being the data

of consciousnessr vJê reach the conclusion that moraL essences

given in consciousness are merely the mental transcripts of
the impulses of the psyche (Spirit 43). Thus, the blind
'moraI action' of the body generates in consciousness the
phenomenology of morality:

Now the body is an instrument, the mind its
funct.ion, the witness and reward of its
operation. Mind is the body's entelechy, a

4 ro put the matter another way we could say that, as far as his
philosophy of perception goes, Santayana is a critical and not a naive
realist. we do not directry perceive the object of perception, which is
a material object, but instead the act of perception is mediated by
essences. Again, the contents of consciousness is always an immaterial
essence. (See - Three PÍoofs of Real.isø in Essays in Critical Realism
163-184; and Sceptícism and Anirna] Faith Ch.XVIII, p.164-181)
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value which accrues to the body when it has

reached a certain perfection, of which it
would be a pityr so to speak, that it should

remain unconsciol-ls; so that while the body

feeds the mind the mind perfects the body'

lifting it and all its natural relations and

impulses into the moral world, ínto the sphere

of interests and ideas. (Common Sense 2061

Here vre can emphasize tralo important points. The first is that

it is only because of the psyche, and that one of the by-

products (of the material organisation) of the psyche is

consciousness, that moral terms enter into the world:

Vühere there begin to be elastic and self-
recovering organisms t'he ground is laid for
moral experience...the ínstinct of self-
preservation, sLruggling to maintain certaÍn

characters in being' causes those characters

to be noticed and esteemed by the awakened

mind. Good and evíl enter the world. (Phvsica1

Order 201)

Put another way, r,'re can say that the 'feelings of animals

express their bodily habit' (Scepticism 641. Thusr oIì the one

hand, while we can define the 'interests' of the psyche

objectively ín non-moral terms, such as Santayana's phrase of

'struggling to maintain certain characters in being', on the

other hand we must recognise that at the IeveI of spirit or

consciousness the ínterests of the psyche are manifested in

correspondíng moral essences.
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The second point vle can emphasize is that the reflection

in consciousness of the life of the psyche 'brings into play

a radically new and irreducibly different mode of being'

(Lach, Moral Philosophy 333-334) - Consciousness, and the

essences given in consciousness, because they do not belong

to the realm of matter, cannot be accounted for under the

category of existence. Since consciousness is an epiphenomena

of the neurological processes of the brain, and since the

essences given in intuítion are themselves not part of

physical reality, a type of being distinct from existence is

necessarily invoked:

the mind is a concomitant spiritual expression'

invisible, imponderable, and

epiphenomenal...for in it the moving unities
and tensions of animal 1ífe are synthesised on

quite another plane of being, into actual

intuitions and feelings. (A General Confessi-on

18)

It is at this point that \Àre see how Santayana's ontological

dichotomy provides the conceptual framework for hís account

of moral experience. While it is the category of existence

whích provides the conceptual framework for the material

basis of morality, once vte begin talking about consciousness

and moraJ- terms we introduce a distinct ontological category'

viz., the realm of essence:

...moral essences, are so far from being units

in nature, or special miraculous forcesr that

they sprawl over various realms of being.
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Their basis is in the realm of matter, since

they are evidently relative to the interests
and instincts of animals alreadY

existing. "..Yet moral essences pass over into
the realm of spirit; they become objects of

intuition...In essence they are irrelevant to
their basis in nature, and for contemplation

do not suggest it" (The Projection of Values

3s0-351 )

In summary, for Santayana the moral world is part of the

sphere of ideas (Common Sense 2061. The phenomenology of

moral experience, t.hough generated by the biological
processes of the body, is part of the epiphenomenal world of

consciousness. 'Good' and 'evil', like all other essences

given in conscíousness, 'belong to a reality utterly

immaterial and incapable of existing otherwise than

speciously' (Essence L54).

Santayana, s Aest,hetíc Account Of Consciousness And lts

VaIue

Taken together, Santayana's epiphenomenalism and his

phenomenology of moral experíence amount to an aesthetic

account of consciousness (A General Confession 24). Wíth the

denial of any type of 'mental machinery' (Matter 140), the

role of consciousness becomes, in one senser purely

expressive. I have already discussed how íntuitions of moral

essences are expressive of the preferences and interests of

the psyche. In the íntuition of moral essences we fínd the
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aesthetic nature of consciousness bringing to right a worrd
of varues; as santayana states: 'grood and evil enter the
world' (Phvsical order 201). Notice that t,he case is
fundamentally the same for other types of essences given in
consciousness, be it the sensation of pain or the comprex

fravour sensations of a fine wine. The intuition of such

essences are only other types of aesthetic experience.s For

exampre, santayana's description of the phenomenolog-y of
moral experíence is directly paraIleI to the apprehension or
experience of 'beauLy'. According to santayana, the intuition
of beauty can only be the end resul-t of a ,convergence in the
psyche of many assaults and many reactions, from far and

near' (Essence L52). Thus, the íntuition of beauty is, like
the good, generat.ed by and expressive of the psyche.
Furthermore, as to the ontologícaI status of beauty :

The beautiful is itself an essence, an

indefínabIe guality felt in many things which,
however disparate they may be otherwise,
receive t,his name by virtue of a special
emotion, half wonder, half Iove, which is felt
ín their presence. The essence of the
beautiful, when made an object of
contemplation by itself, is rather misleading:
like the good...it reguires much dialectical
and spiritual training to díscern it in its

I Though' of course' we may take the intuition of such essences to beindicative of objects and. events in the material world., and so the
intuition of essences naturally acquires another function. see - Reasonrn conmon sense, chapter rrr and scepticism and Animal Faith, chapterxvrrr. )
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^'.-'i *" and in its fullness. At f irst thePq! ! uJ

impetuous philosopher, seeing the world in so

many places flowering into beauty, ilây confuse

his physics with a subjective or teleological
reference to the beautiful, thereby turning
this essence, which marks a spiritual
consuÍrmation, into a material
pohrer... [but]. ..The most material thing, in so

far as ít is felt to be beautiful, is
instantly immaterialised, raised above

external relations, concentrated and deepened

in its proper being, in a word, sublimated

into an essence. (Essence B)

From such passages it is evident that the apprehension of
beauty in consciousness is paraIlel to the apprehensíon of
moral essences. Both examples indicate the aesthetic nature

of consciousness. The occurrence of each essence in
consciousness is expressive of and finds its origin in the
psyche of some anímal life. 'Beauty' and 'goodness', being

essences or qualitative terms of thought, share the same

ontological status.
The most important consequence of Santayana's aesthetic

account of consciousness is that it brings values into the
world, and in doing so consciousness acquires an intrinsic
value of its ovrn. The value in consciousness is derived by

the simple fact that it is only because of consciousness that
moral essences, and essences such as 'beauty', are ever

realized. Without the life of consciousness there would only
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be brind 'moral action' or mechanicar behaviour, such as the
moral action of the psyche's impulse to avoid injury.
consciousness, however, in expressing the preferences and

interests of the psyche through moral (or other types of
dramatic) essences, bestows worth on a mechanical- worl-d whích

intrinsically has 'no el-ement of value whatever' (santayana,
The Sense of Beautv 13). Understood in this way, the
aesthetic rife of consciousness courd otherwise be known as

what Hume called the 'office of taste'. For Hume the ,office
of taste' v¡as that faculty which ,gives the sentiment of
beauty and deformity, vice and virtue' (Hume, An Enguiry
concerninq the Principles of Morars 135). santayana would

agree with Hume that it, ís the ,office of taste' - or the
presence of consciousness - which is responsible for ,gilding
or staining all natural- objects with the colours, borrowed
from internal sentiment' (135). And, it is for this reason
that santayana finds an internal value in conscíousness.
santayana's epiphenomenalism, coupled with his phenomenology

of va1ue, far from turning consciousness into an impotent and

therefore useless phenomena, a durnb and shifting panorama of
images and qualities, instead works to bestow varue on to
that which is intrinsically without value. For this reason:

Santayana. . .cherished epiphenomenalism for
bringing home to us the true dignity and worth
of consciousness which does not consist in the
work it accomplishes but in the moral

significance it gives to what would otherwise
be mere meaníngless happening. For vríthout
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spirit.'s living sense of the goodness of that
at which the psyche aims, and the evil of its
frustration, it would simply not matter how

far the psyche in a certain sense ,prospered'

or not. (Sprigge, Santayana 1-12l.

Thus, the end result of Santayana's aesthetic account of
consciousness ís that it defines not only the sole functíon
but also the sole val-ue in consciousness.

Conclusion
Santayana's ontology determines a vision of the human

condition insofar as it is the conceptual framework for his
materialism and aesthetic view of mind. vfhire the ontological
category of existence frames all that Santayana has to say

about the material worId, moments of consciousness can only
be explained by an appeal to the realm of essence. For

santayana, consciousness is an epiphenomena, an immaterial
by-product of the neurological processes of the brain, while
each 'moment of consciousness' is simply the intuition of
some essence (Sprigge, Santayana 107).

rt is through materiarism and epiphenomenalism that the
foundation for santayana's morat theory is estabrished. on

the one hand, we have seen that it is Santayana's

materialism, conceptually framed by the ontological category
existence, which lays the foundation for his moral theory
insofar as it gualifies the individual as a riving organism,

in a unified field of action or physical reality, endowed

with a certain set of constitutional interests. These
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constitutional interests, brought about by the presence of a

psyche or the material organisation of some animar life, ilây
be viewed at the material- level as Í-mpulses to action. Far
from constituting value, however, the operations of the
psyche represent b1índ mechanical behaviour: the habit of
matter in some physical organism.

On the other hand, Santayana,s epiphenomenalism and

aesthetic account of consciousness, conceptuarry framed by

the ontological category of essence, is the necessary

counterpart to his materialistic account of morality.
Accordíng to santayana, whire morality has its basis in the
material world, its true reatity is found only in intuition.
under santayana's epiphenomenalism, the moral essences given
in consciousness represent the mentar transcripts of the
interest.s of the psyche and its impulses to action. rn other
words, it is in conscíousness that ,the moving unities of
animal life are synthesised on quite another prane of being,
into actual intuitions and feelings' (A Generar confession
18). Thus, santayana's aesthetic account of consciousness,
invoking a realm of being distinct from existence, produces a

phenomenology of morality; ,good' and ,eviI,, finding their
only - but specíous - reality in the life of the mind, enter
the wor1d. vüithout the presence of consciousness, materiar
rearity would be but a mechanicar process of 'meaningless
happening' (sprigge, santavana LL2l. rt is onry the presence

of consciousness which allows for the possibirity of a truly
moral Iife.
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SAITTAYANA'S MORAT. THEORY

Introduction
The purpose of this section is to present a taxonomy and

overview of the different aspects of santayana's moral
theory. rn particular, r shalr present four central positions
which characterise santayana's morar theory: metaethical non-
naturalism, moral non-cogrritivism, morar anti-rearism and

what may be caIled non-nihilism.
santayana's metaethicar position as to the nature of the

quality good can best be described as non-naturalist, and as

such similar to that of G.E.Moore. The case for santayana as

a non-naturalist rests on three premisess (1) santayana,s
position that the quality good is an unanalysable essence (2)
his position that the essence good is given only in intuition
and (3) his position that the occurrence of the essence good

is dependent upon natural properties or non-valuational
facts. Taken together, these three positions prace santayana
in the metaethical non-naturalist,s camp.

Next, Santayana's metaethical posítion as t,o the
ontological status of 'good' is anti-realist. lfhiIe there are
interpretations to the contrary, r believe that santayana's
fundamental position that moral essences cannot be

instantiated in the realm of matter designate santayana as a
moral anti-realist. As I shall try to show, if we take
santayana's ontology seriousry, then there is no room for
moral real-ism.
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Lending support to the case for sancayana as an anti-
realist is his non-cognitivism. santayana is most explicit on

this matter. rn regard to the analysis of moral_ judgrnents,

santayana crearry denies the presence of anything which courd
be called 'truth'. Moral judgments, according to santayana,
are expressíve and not cognitive. To elucidate santayana's
position r shaI1 note the similarities between santayana and

two other non-cognitivists, namely, A.J. Ayer and C.L.
Stevenson.

Finalry, r sharr address the charge that santayana's
moral theory and its underlying ontorogy ultimately results
in morar nihilisrn. r t,hink t.his is an important objection to
address, given that once tracing out the link between

santayana's ontology and moral theory, it wourd seem somewhat

disappointj-ng end to arrive at. Horarever, as I sha11 argue,
upon examining the various meanings of ,nihilism', r¡¡e find
that no definition of níhilism offers an appropriate
descriptions of Santayana's moral theory.

Santayana And Metaethícal Non-naturatism
santayana's metaethical position can best be described

as non-naturaLism. Acceptíng this claim, we find that
santayana's metaethical position is simirar to that of G.E.
It'Ioore, perhaps the most famous exposiLor of ethical non-
naturarism. However, santayana's reasons for maintaining that
'good' is a non-natural property, which urtimately rest on

previous ontological ánd metaphysical presumptions, clearry
diverge form those of Moore and have different imprications.
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In making the case for Santayana as a non-naturalist, I
am going directly against certain interpretations of
Santayana's writings, such as Timothy Sprigge's, who

maintains that 'the complete contrast which held for I'{oore

between natural 'objects', even indefinable ones such as

pleasure, and the non-natural qualiLy of good finds no echo

in Santayana' (Sprigge, Santavana 104). As I sha1l try to
show, I believe Sprigge is incorrect and there is good reason

to place Santayana ín the metaethical non-naturalist's camp.

Metaethícal Non-Naturalism Defíned
Part of the dífficulty ín interpreting Santayana's

account of the good as representing 'non-naturalism, is
fixing a meaning for that unfortunate term. In itsel_f the
term 'non-naturalism' conjures up mystical connotations; and

one skepticalry wonders what courd possibly be the meaning of
attributing 'non-naturalness, to any quality or object.
Certainly Santayana would have disapproved of any arbitrary
demarcation between the 'natural, and the so called ,non-

natural'. rndeed, in one sense santayana regarded everything
given in experience or discovered in nature as perfectly
natural, though it may be called otherwise by superstitious
minds (Matter 196). Given these considerations, r think there
is a very reasonable prima faeie reaction against the
introduction of the natural/non-natural dichotomy into
Santayana's philosophy. And perhaps such considerations
underlie Sprigge's judgment. Ho\^rever, I believe there is a

definítion of non-naturalism which clearly applies to
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santayana's assessment of the meaning and the nature of the
'good'.

The definition of non-naturalism I propose to use is
derived from two different sources. Specifically, the
writings of Menzer and Baldwin. This definition is comprised

of three conditions. First, the ethical- non-naturalist must

say that the quarity 'good' is not reducibre or definabre in
terms of 'any descriptive, non-valuationaI, empirj-ca1ly
verifiable properties' (Menzel, Epiphenomenalism and

MetaethieaJ- Non-NaturaJism 43). second, the ethicar non-
naturarist must hord that judgrments about the presence of the
quality 'good' 'are made either through íntuition or rationar
insight' (43). Third, the eLhical- non-naturarist is committed
to the view that, in some sense, the non-natural property
'good' is dependent for its occurrence (in intuition or the
physical world) on other ,natural' properties, these being
the factual properties of science. The rationale for
including this thírd criteria is twofold. First, by not
including this third criteria the metaethical non-naturalist
is forced to say that the property ,good' is some sort of
strange metaphysical po$rer, generating its ornrn occurrence or
presence whí1e being entirely independent from the natural
features of the universe.6 Furthermore, santayana's ovrn

ontologicar dichotomy, as we have seen, certainly rules out
the possibility of positing any type of power or agency apart
from matter. second, this last críteríon would seem to be

6 Here the objections found
naturally come to mind. See
IVronq., pp. 38-42.

in J.L.Hackie's 'Argument from eueerness'
- Mackie, Ethics: Inventinq Riqht. and.
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part of the working definition of non-naturalism. For
instance, by including this third criterion r am foll-owing in
line with Thomas Baldwin who states, in his paper Ethical
IVon-IVaturalism, that: 'I shal1 take as fundamental to the
thought that in some sense moral properties are non-natural
because they are dependent but not reducible to the
properties upon which they depend, (31). Thus, by including
this third criteria of non-naturalism r berieve that r have

made the definition of non-naturalism coherent and broad

enough so that it does not simply invoke confusion and so

that most, if not arI, ethical non-naturarists coul-d accepr

ir.
Before making my case for santayana as an ethical non-

naturalist, it, will be useful to give a brief overview of
G.E. Moore's position.

G.E.I'{oore and MetaethícaI Non-Naturalism
G.E.Moore is the philosophical figurehead of ethical

non-naturalism. According to Moore, while trying to discover
and understand The Good is the legitimate subject matter of
ethics (Iloore, Principia Ethica 8), ,good' ítse1f is an

indefinabre predicate. rhe are tvro main reasons why the word

'good' can not be broken down and analysed into meaning some

collection of properties. First, Moore states that ,grood' has

'no definition because it is simple and has no parts' (9).
Thus l,loore claimed that ,good' is a word like ,ye1low' or
'pleasure' in that it cannot be broken down or explained to
someone who does not arready know what it, means. second,
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Moore maintained that anyone who attempts to define ,good. i_n

terms of some natural property is automaticalry guilty of
commi-tting what. he famously called the ,naturalistic

f allacy' . rt is with the naturalistic falracy that tvloore, s

claim that 'good' is indefinable finds support. Briefly, the
natural-istic fallacy arises when someone fails to distinguish
the property 'good' from objects and events designated as

good. As the fallacy goes, whenever an ethical naturalist
designates a set of natural properties as the meaning of
'good', and so states ,the meaning of ,giood' is the natural
property X' (say 'happiness, or ,satísfying one,s desirês'),
the ethical non-naturalist can arways turn and ask the
question: 'But is the natural property X good?, (I3-I7).7
Moore claimed that his naturalistic falracy points to the
fact that 'good' is both intractably evaLuatir¡e and

undefinabTe¡ that it is a unique property altogether
different from the properties of natural science.

rhe case For santayana As A Metaethical Non-Naturarist
rn line wíth Moore, santayana explicitly agreed that

'good' is an unanarysabre predicate. rn vüinds of Doctrine
santayana addressed this issue directly. Inlriting on Russell,s
latest moral theory, which at the time was heavíIy infruenced
by Moore's moral rearism and non-naturalism, santayana agreed
that Russell- (and Moore) were correct in stating that the

¡ lloore's Naturalistic Fal-l-acy is othenrrise known as the Open euestion
argument because whatever definition of good is given it remains an
'open quest,ion'whether the property the definitíon refers to is in
fact good or does possess the property good.
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predicate 'good' is indefinable and that all- definitions of
'good' are 'but designations of the things to which this
predicate is applied' (140). In another example, in a letter
to a friend Santayana, discussing lufoore,s work, stated simply
and in agreement vríth Moore that 'Good is a unique predicate,
(McCormick, George Santayana 180). To be sure, Santayana's

reasons for holding that, 'good' ís indefinable are not,

explicit. Sprigge suggests that Santayana likely accepted

I4oore's arguments that all 'so-called definitions of good

really only specify classes of facts which their proponent

personally judges to possess the abstract quality "good,,,
(Sprigge, Santayana 190). In other words, Santayana accepted

Moore's naturalistic faIlacy. 9ühi1e this may be true, ít
seems clear that Santayana's reasons for claiming that ,good,

is an unanalysable property are buttressed by his doctrine of
essence. For Santayana the word 'good' designates a specific
essences an essence capable of being contemplated in itself,
'in its purity and fullness, (Essence 8). As we saw in the
first chapter of this thesis, by recognising ,good' as a

specific essence, one capable of being contemplated in its
purity, Santayana commits himself to the view that ,good'

possess an eternal identity only with itself and thus a
difference from every other essence (Sorne ÌIeanings of the
Word 'ls' L93). Given the implications of Santayana's

doctrine of essence, 'good, must be recognised as a unique
and unanalysable property: it isn't anything other than
itserf. Perhaps because santayana always operated vrithin the
conceptual framework of his ontology, and in this case the
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implications of his doctrine of essence, santayana considered
the fact that 'good' is unanalysable a ,trifling

observation'. (Vüinds 140). Indeed, that ,good' is
unanalysable is such an obvious truth, Santayana remarks,

that 'we might perhaps have been absolved from asking the
guestion' (140).

Of course, in agreeing with Moore that ,good, is
unanalysable, santayana i-s only meeting the first criterion
of ethical non-naturalism. The second criterion of non-
naturalism, as stated above, maintaíns that, any judgment

about the presence of the non-natural property good is made

through either intuitíon or rational insight. rn the second

chapter r discussed santayana's account of the phenomenology

of morality, and from that discussion it should be clear that
for santayana any judgment about the presence or non-prêsence

of the property 'good' is strictly a matter of one beíng
ahrare of what intuitions one is presently having. Any

judgment about the presence or non-presence of the property
'good' constitutes an appear to intuition or rationar insight
because, according to Santayana's view, the guality ,good, is
given only in intuition. ,Good' and ,evil', for Santayana,

are part of the sphere of ideas (Common Sense 206,r; they find
their only reality by being part of the epiphenomenal world
of consciousness; they ,belong to a reality utterly
immaterial and incapable of existing otherwise than
speciously' (Essence, 154). put concisely, the world of
morality is a product of the mind. Santayana writes:

...goods and evi1s, though created by inst,incts
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and interests ingrained in animals, are

absolute gualities to intuition. (The

Projection of Values 333 )

And in another example we find Santayana echoing Spinoza's
dictum when he writes:

In removing consciousness we have removed the
possibility of worth. (Sense of Beauty 18)

From these considerations it is evident that Santayana

follows the non-naturalist in maintaining that judgment.s

about the presence or non-presence of the property ,good, is
done through intuítíon or rational insight.

The third criteria of metaethical non-naturalism states
that the non-natural property 'good' is dependent for its
occurrence on other 'natural' properties, these being the
factual properties of science. Again, keeping ín mind the
account of the phenomenology of morality given in the
previous section, it is clear that Santayana,s own position
repeats the third criteria of non-naturarism. The occurrence

of moral essences in intuition is the by-product of an

individual's physiological const.itution and the neurorogical
process of the brain - all of which are natural facts.
Santayana writes that to ask iøhy anything is ,good' - in
other words, to inquire into why the essence of ,good, is
given in consciousness - ís to inquire into the natural
foundation of the 'good,:

!{hy any one values anything at all, or
anything in particular, is a question of
physicst it asks for the causes of interest,
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judgment, and desire. To esteem a thing good

is to express certain affinities between that
thing and the speaker...the causes of
morality, good or bad, are physical, seeing
that they are causes. (Santayana, Reason and

Science 2L4-215,

rndeed, santayana considered the view that the presence of
property 'good' is somehow unconditioned 'astonishing' (r'Iinds

l4r'¡¡ and in one sense the ultimate message of his moral
philosophy is that the property ,good' is not an airsolute
property that 'attaches to things for no reason or cause, and

according to no principles of distribution, (141). For
santayana, while 'good' may be indefinable, its presence in
intuition is not unconditioned. To erucidate this point
santayana finds an analogy between the intuition of moral
essences and the intuition of colours. Both essences, he

says, are indefinable; but this does not mean the intuition
of either ís unconditioned. Like the property ,good.':

Green is an indefinable predicate, and the
specific guality of it can be given only in
intuition; but it is a quaLity that thíngs
acquire under certain conditions, so much so

that the same bit. of grass, ât the same

moment, frây have it from one point of view and

not from another. (Winds l-41- - italics mine).
contrary to being 'unconditioned', the occurrence of the
property good depends on natural facts; certain conditions
must be met before it occurs in consciousness. rn sum, moral
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essences, though given in consciousness, have their basis in
the realm of matter (The Projection of values 350). And r¡rith

this observation one may concrude that santayana's account of
the property good and meaning of the word ,good' is fully in
accordance with metaethical non-naturalísm.

Sant,ayana And }tora1 Ant,i-Realism
Perhaps the most profound implication of Santayana's

ontological and metaphysicar presuppositions on his moral
theory is the resulting moral antí-reaIism. The fact that
there can be no raison d'etre for matter, given santayana's
contentíon thaL existence is a surd; and the fact that
Santayana maintains that moral gualities possess only a

specious realíty because they are given only in
consciousness, crearly work toward ushering in moral anti-
realism. Though there are interpretations to the contrary, r
believe the preponderance of evidence is on the side of
santayana being compretely at odds with the main tenets of
moral realism.

Moral Realism Defined

The debate between moral realism and anti-realism is
currently in vogue and there is much discussion of what the
moral- rearist must and what the morar realist may or may not
maintain. r believe th¿t Richard N. Boyd, in his article ,How

to Be a Moral Rearist', presents the essential convictions of
the morar realíst. Following Boyd, one may say the essential
convictions of the moral realist are as follows:
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1. Moral statements are the sort of statements

which are true or faIse.
2. The truth or falsity of moral statements is

largely independent of our moral opinions,
theories, etc.

3. It is possible to obtain ,moral knowÌedge'

(Richard N. Boyd, How to Be

a Moral- Realist 1_82 )

of course, the important implication of these tenets of moral_

realism is, as Boyd notes, that moral terms, such as ,good,

and 'evil', correspond to real- - that is objective -
properties in the physical- world ( l_82 ) . Indeed, this c1aim,

it is fair to say, is the idol of moral rearísm and what the
moral real-ist sees as having the greatest effect on our
ontology, epistemology, semantics and general outlook on

life.B Lastry vre can say that, given this statement of what

the morar rearist is committed to, we find there is nothing
which prevents the metaethicar non-naturalist from being a

moral realist. Indeed, such was }4oore,s position. Moore

maintained metaethicar non-naturalism, whire arso hording
that the simple and non-natural property ,good, is a reaJ_

property possessed by material- objects (Sayre-tv1cCord, The

I4any MoraL ReaJísms 3 ) " Thus, if santayana is in f act a moral-

anti-rearist, one must find justification for this position
in areas other than his apparent metaethical non-naturarism.

8 For a statement of this view see p.2, and esp. footnote 2, of The Many
l"Ioral Realisms, by Geoffrey Sayre-Mccord.
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Misinterpreting Santayana As A Mora1 Realj_st

Perhaps the best way to show that santayana is not a
morar realist is to reveal how those who argue that he is go

v/rong. There is at l-east one representative exalnple to work

with e, coming from a major santayana schorar: Henry samuer

Levinson-

In his articl_e Santayana and l,Iaking Cfaims on the
spíritual Truth about l"Iatters of Fact Levinson argues that in
santayana's philosophy'making moraI. . .truth claims proceeds

in much the same way that making truth claims about other
sorts of conditions, í.e., in terms of evidence and

inference' (9). Thus, when it comes to making truth claims,
Levinson finds no relevant factlvalue distinction in
santayana's philosophy . By arguing that there is no rerevant
fact/value distinction when it come to making truth claims,
Levinson is effectively arguing for morar rearism; he is
trying to harness santayana with the convictions of the moral_

rearist. rn accordance with the tenets of morar realism given
above, Levinson's thesis on santayana's moral phirosophy is
that moral statements, insofar as they are simil_ar in kind to
factual- statements, are the sort of statements which can be

true or fal-se. Further, Levinson arso wants to say that the
truth or falsity of morar statements is independent of our
moral- opinions, given that r may know the truth or falsitv of

9 For another account of santayana as a morar rearist, see Ànthony
David's (Texas AaM university¡ thesis of 1991: The Ethical Relativism of
George Santayana. oavid's argument for Santayana as a moral realist is
comprehensive, but it seems at times ambíguous on the distinctíon
between the objectivity of constitutional interests and the objective
rearity of morar properties, whích I take to be the underlying meaning
of morar rearism. somewhat paradoxically, oavid arso argues, and here r
am in furl agreement, that santayana is a non-cognitÍvist.
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a moral judgment whil-e you may not (p.10); and, finarly, that
morar judgment.s are not dependent for their truth or falsity
on our opinions, consensus or public agreement (p.11).

The justification for Levinson's thesis comes from two
guarters" First, Levinson states that ,santayana maintained
that a craim about an object or objective...is truer Do

matter how arbitrary its terms, íf the claim expresses a true
relation in which these circumstances stand to the self' (9).
under thís interpretation, to say that ,a burning match is
hot' would be true because when r touch it r have the
sensation of a burning pain. Though the terms of the
proposition are subjective - or as santayana would say
symbolic - that is, there is no sensation of ,pain' or
'hotness' in the burning match, the statement is neverthel_ess
true given that the statement represents, in some senser ân
apt description of the burning match in retation to myserf.
Similarly, Levinson wants to argue, íf I were to say ,X is
good' and regard this statement as true, under santayana's
terms we need only cash this out as meaning that the x in
guestion comprises a set of characteristics to which my

present self and its constitutional interests are directed.
Thus, my claim that 'x is good' expresses a true relation of
x to myself, just like the burning match and my calling it
hot. rt is important to note that Levinson furly accepts
santayana's dictum that 'the nerve of moral judgment is
preference' (Matter 4731 | and that what one thinks of as good

or bad has its origin in one's constitutional ínterests-
Levinson finds no probrem with this aspect of santayana's
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moral theory. What is real1y important, according to
Levinson, is the fact that rnre can stil1 adhere to a belief in
the reality of moral truth, given that moral judg,rnents are
true or false depending of whether or not the object or event
in question stands in a certain relation to ourselves and our
interests. For Levinson, if r presentry have a constitutional_
interest Y, and if x is such an object which courd satisfy y,
then my judgment that ,X is good' is true.

second, the fact that under santayana's analysis goods

and evils are generated by the constítutional interests of
the individual, by the material organisation of the psyche,
and that this wourd seem to s\4reep in a prurarity of varues
for a plurality of different psyche's, does not deter
Levinson. rn Levinson's opinion, a prurarity of individuals
with different constitutional interests does not, in his
words, 'banish the possibirity of overlapping consensus, (9).
what Levinson appears to be saying here is that though life
forms are 'variabre and modifiable', vre can stil_l hope for
and find overarching moral truths that spread themselves
across the entire moral community. while life forms may vary
the organization of psyches, rve can stirl expect a certain
unanimity of constitutional interests. Levinson articulates
his positíon concisely when he writes:

I really know that genocide is a vice because,

as Santayana put it, ,knowledge is a relation
of living bodies to their environment,,

[Obiter Scripta:180] and I maintain a
justified belief that ,genocide is a vice, is
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as apt a description of that relation as is
'the earth is roundish.' What makes it an apt
description is that, without denying either
the plural or antinomial_ character of human

ímpulses, interests, and desires, it captures

a r¡ray in which that diversity overlaps, only
sacrificing an interest or desire antagonistic
to the actual_ moral and spiritual overlap f am

trying appreciatively to capture. (10)

In sum, if the moral judgments r,'re make express a genuine

relation between ourselves and the object or event deemed

good, and if this relation holds for arI individuars despite
dífferences in our psyches, then we have established whar

amounts to absolute moral truths or, as Lach writes,
'objective and eternar verities concerning what is good and

bad for every one everlnvhere' (Lach, MoraL Truth or Empiricar
Truth about MoraTity 15). Thus we find that Levinson,s
argument for the reality of morar truths amounts to a case

for Santayana being a moral- realist.
rn order to criticize this interpretation of sant.ayana

one must address Levinson's claim that if r make a moral
judgment. about an object or event, and that object or event
does ín fact stand in some relation to myself, capable of
satisfying my interests and not betraying my vision of it as

good, then we have what amounts to objective moral truth. Let
us employ an example. Say I make the moral judgment,

'Listeníng to music is good'. !üe must first add that r am not
saying listening to music is good for any instrumental
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reason, such as removing the tedium of silence or drowning

out the din of traffic noise. This use of the word ,good'

would, of course, be a factual judgirnent; but I am making a

proper moral judgment and not making a factual assertion
about the uses of music. Finally, let us remember that, und.er

Santayana's analysis, in order for me to make the judgment

'Listening to music is good' - and in a sincere \,rray so that I
am not merery repeaLing words rike a parrot - it must be the
case that my psyche is organised in such a vray that every
time r hear music r concomitantly have the intuition of the
essence good. Now we may ask: under santayana's analysis of
moral experience where rnight we find the moral_ trut'h?

First, the judgment ,Listening to music is good' is
certainry not true because music possesses the morar essence

goodness. rf this ís Levinson's craim then he has faíred to
consider the full implications of santayana's ontorogy. For
santayana, 'goodness' is simply not an 'intrinsic or primary
quality' (vüinds 1471. Hence, and as santayana expticitly puts
the matter: 'there would seem to be no conceivable object or
reality in reference to which any type of morarity [or moral
judg:ment,l could be carled true' (Matter 474). Goodness is an

essence given only in consciousness. Or, as Lach states:
'moral essences repeat no part of the standard comprehensive
descriptíon of any fact; they cannot be j-nstantiated by

matter' (Lach, santayana's l,IoraT phiTosophy 336). Therefore,
it makes no sense to say that a moral judgment like
'Listening to music is good' is true, because moral quarit,ies
are not instantiated in the realm of matter. In regard to our
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example, there is simply no moral- essence which can be part
of the internal nature of music. At the physical lever music

is but a collection of sound v¡aves, and there is nothing
intrinsically morar about sound \¡raves. once the sound waves

strike my eardrum r mây, along with hearing music, have the
concomitant intuition of goodness: but to then craim that
that the sound waves themserves possess this moral essence,

as Levinson would apparently have us do, is t'o commit a

category error: it wourd be to farsely project a portion of
the realm of essence, specificarly moral essences, onto the
the realm of matter. Is ís only in primitive or poetic
thought, Santayana writes, that ,moral_ essences should be

treated as if they had a personal unity and material
subsistence' (Projection of Values 350).

Second, it is also false that the judgment ,Listening to
music is good' expresses a moral truth simpty because in
order for such a judgment to be made in alr sincerity it must

be the case that musíc stands in a certain relation to me and

my constitutional interests. Levinson claims that a moral
judgment like 'Listening to music is good' can be true
because the property good, whích r intuit when r hear music,
is an apt s¡;znboJ expressing something abouL the nature of my

psyche in íts relation to musíc. Here Levinson rnay avoid the
charge that he is attributing moral properties to physicar
objects. He would also seem to be obviously playing up a
pragmatic interpretation of santayana's philosophy and the
nature of truth craims. without stepping into the debate
about, just how far santayana may or may not be regarded as a
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pragmatist, it is clear that although a morar judgment

expresses some positive interest the psyche has in relation
to some object in question, given that santayana thínks that
these are indeed the necessary conditions for such a judgment

to occur in the first prace, this fact does not establish a

moral truth. Irlhat is the morar truth, in other words, about
having a positive interest inr pro-attitude toward or
physicar affinity with some object? clearry santayana,s
ansvrer would be: nothÍng. For santayana our ultimate moral
judgments simply express 'preferences we feer; and [thus] it
can be neither correct nor incorrect to feel them' (!{índs
L441 . Thus, Levinson is r¡rrong to say that moral judgnnents can
be true or false because they are ,apt symbols' expressing
some true relation of the self to the obiect or action in
question.

To repeat, while it is true, as r have tried to stress,
that santayana thínks morarity has a naturalistic basj-s in
the dynamic relations of myself to other objects and the
organization of my psyche, there is nothing morarly true or
false about these rerations or the psyche's organisation.
They are part of the material reality and describable in the
language of science. My moral judgments may thus express
something about myself and my character: but they are not
cognitive- rf r say that 'Listening to music is good',
someone may respond by claiming that r am physicalry
constítuted such that r have the capacity to appreciate
music. And, this would be a true fact. But, in regard to the
preference for music itserf, which may be implicit in my
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judgment about music, there is nothing about it which can be

either true or fal-se, right or vrrong. rn santayana,s words:
'To speak of the truth of an ultímate good would be a fal_se
collocation of termsi an urtimate good is chosen, found, or
aimed at; it is not opined' (Vüinds 144).

Third, Levinson's claim that morar truths may be somehow

absorute or universar because certain craims may comply with
our 'overrapping nature(s) and needs better than the rel_evant
options' (Levinson, SpirituaL Truth 1-I\ is also false.
Returning to our example, let us suppose that everyone who

exists, ever existed or will exist could agree with the moral
judgment, 'Listening to music is good'. No$/, Levinson is
correct in saying that it is possibre that everyone may

vocally assent to this claim; or indeed perhaps only r alone
know that everyone wouJd agree if only they were enlightened
as to their constitutionar needs and interests. rn this rater
case' as Levinson correctry states, r arone ,know more and
know better than everybody erse about our overlapping desires
and interests, understood in the light of our overlapping
natures and needs' (11). But what does this show? certainly
the fact that everyone happens to agree with the claim
'Listening to music is good' does not create a universal_
moral truth. All this fact shows is that everyone everlnrhere
is physically constituted such that in connection with
listening to music the essence good is present in
consciousness. And, as Lach states, this ,cosmic accident'
reveals a brute fact about the history of the world; an
empirical and not a moral truth or eternal varue (Lach, Mora1
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Truth 15); or, as Santayana puts the matter, ,as if the
constitutional unanimity of all human animals, supposing it
existed, could tend to show that the good they agreed to
recognise r¡ras independent of their constitution' (winds 145).
rn fairness to Levinson, santayana does at times offer
misleading terminology when writing about these matters. For
example, Santayana employs the term ,true morally' to
indicate a moral judgment, such as 'Listening to music is
good', that is 'true, in the sense that most people would
agree with it. But, 'true morally' for santayana does not
rearly mean much more than 'emotional- unanimity': it does not
mean that the morar judgment is true because the object or
action in question is intrinsicatly good, or because the
animal bias expressed in the judgment is somehow ,true,.
rndeed, given the folrowing passage from The Rearm of Truth,
it is quite difficurt to see how one could label santavana a

moral realist:
In strictness we might even say that every
moral- judgirnent is repugnant to the truth, and

that if consciousness fundament.ally gave voice
to truth rather than to life, and to the
animal partiality involved in life, moral

sentiment would be impossible. The cty, Hout

beautituJ.J or How goodl may be sincere, and it
may be applauded, but it is never true. If
sincere such a cry is also never faIse, even

if not re-echoed by the public conscience; but
because the public feeling that contradicts it
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can also never be true, but at best also
sincere. Where sentiment is diffused and

unanimous, if one person utters those
exclamations, aII the rest may no doubt
murmur, How true! And indeed, to that extent,
the judgment will then be true moraLTy: that
is, it v/iII express the bias of human nature.
(Truth 479-480).

rn concrusíon, Levinson's craim that for santayana making
moral craims proceeds in the same \Àray as factuar craims is
false. Moral judgments are simply not made in the same manner

as factual judg:ments. Ànd, in light of his ontology, êny

attempt at labelling santayana a moral_ realj_st is doomed to
fail-ure. There is nothing in the realm of matter to which
moral- essences correspond. Nor can r¡¡e say there is anything
true or false about the animal bias which underlies a sincere
moral judgrnent. And, lastly, vre cannot claim either of these
two anti-realist. craims would be retracted in the event of
unanimity in moral judgment.

Sant,ayana And Moral Non-Cognitivism
Perhaps the best índication that santayana ís not a

morar realist is his moral non-cognitivism. santayana,s
analysís of moral judgments as having a Jack of reference to
anything whích could be earred true (Truth 4741 places
santayana in the moral non-cognitivist,s camp. The general
thesis of non-cognitivism is that morar judgments are not
descriptive, and hence neit,her true nor fa1se. rnstead of
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being descriptive, the moral non-cognitivist will sometimes

say that moral judgrments function either as interjections,
such as Ayer who holds that morar judgments express, with
varying degrees of passion, onry moral- sentiments (Ayer,
Lancruaqe, Truth and Loqic 107); or the moral non-cognitivist
may say that morar judgments function as imperatives and
prescriptions, such as c.L.stevenson, who holds that the
primary purpose of ethicar terms and judgments is to function
as instruments in the 'compricated interplay and readjustment
of human interests' (stevenson, The Emotive l"Ieaning of
EthicaL Terms 81).

It is cl-ear that Santayana maintains a moral_ non_

cognitivism similar to both Ayer and stevenson. For example,
Ayer writes that a moral- judgment such as ,,stearing money is
wrong' has no fact,ual meaning - that is, expresses no
proposition which can be either true or false' (Ayer,
Languaqe 107). For Ayer, 'in every case in which one would
commonry be said to be making an ethicar judgment, the
function of the relevant ethical word is purely ,,emotive,,. rt
is used to express feeling about certain objects, but not to
make any assertion about them' (10s). Thus Ayer's analysis
echoes santayana's statement that the cry How goodJ may be

sincere, 'but it is never true, (Truth 73¡.ro Great sincerity
or intensity of feeling is, of course, not equivarent to
truth. Accordingly, santayana writes that vre may forgive

10 f say that'Ayer's analysis of moral- judgments echoes santayana,s.
for the reason that Language, Truth and I,ogic was first publisheil in1936' while santayana's non-cognitivism is clearly evident in his firstpublication The sense of Beautv, 1996. (see - The ser-rse of Beautv pp.13_
16)
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those who righteously claim their moral judgment,s are the
true moral maxims may be forgiven for merery making a
'technical solecism', but, he cautions, there is a danger:
for 'when passion usurps the name of truth, the very idea of
truth is tarnished and defiled' (69).

As for stevenson, there is evidence that santayana arso
maintained the position that that moral judgments, though
having no truth varue, frêy precipitate action in others
through the persuasive force of morar language. Ayer, it
shourd be not,ed, also accepted the position that it is
'possible to influence other people by a suitable choice of
emotive language' (Ayer, Lanquaqe 22). However, I take
stevenson as putting more emphasis on - and so is more

representative of - the position that the ,primary function
of morar words...is to redirect the attitudes of others so
that they accord more fuI1y with our own, (Macrntyre, A short
Historv of Ethics 257). one may read santayana as agreeing
with stevenson's craim that morar judgments may have
persuasive pov¡er over others gíven santayana's assertion that,
'expression makes thought a power' (Reasons in science 180).
Moral judgments may thus be persuasive because, being ,an

overfl-ow of the physical basis of thought' and ,an audible
gesture', moral words acguire a dynamic function (191).
Hence, rike stevenson, santayana woul-d seem to be aligned
with the positíon that though moral judgments have no truth
value, they may be persuasive, given that language itself has
a dynamic function. And thus hre see another connection
between santayana and the tradition of moral non-cognitivism.
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of course, by interpreting santayana's analysis of moral
judgrments as non-cognitivist, it would seem to be the case

that any basis for viewing santayana as a moral rearist is
compretely undermined. As noted above, the first criterion
for moral realism is that moral statements are the types of
statements which can be true or fal-se, and Santayana denies
this status to moral- judgments. Not arrowing that moral
claims when 'literaIly construed.', as sayre-Mccord puts the
matter, are 'literally true or false', santayana cannot even

adopt an 'error theory, which states that while moral
judgiments should be given a cognitivist interpretation, all
moral judgments for one reason or another are fal-se (sayre-
l,lccord, It'loral Rearisms pp.5-13). vüith this considerations it
wourd certainry seem that the case for santayana as a moral
real-ist is completely closed.

The Denial Of Nihilísm
The last issue r would tike to address is the charge

that santayana's morar theory, with its underlying ontology,
ultimately cashes out in moral nihilism.

rs sanLayana's phirosophy nihiristic? r think the answer

to this question is an unqualified ,yes', but only jf one

accepts a roaded definition of nihilism. This definition, as

r shall argue, is based on unr¡rarranted presuppositions by

those who demand realism in ethics. Alternatively, if we

abandon this definítion of nihilism, and. consider its other
connotations, we find that santayana's philosophy does not
conclude in nihilism. The moral theory generated by
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santayana's ontorogy does not necessarily lead one ínto moral
anarchy or reflections on the meaninglessness of human

existence. rndeed, r believe the moral theory generated by
santayana's ontofogy, far from reading to nihirism, alrows
one to live meaningfully and rationally . Although the depth
of the issues raísed by the charge of nihirism go far beyond
the scope of this thesis, r hope ín what folrows to at least
make crear that the charge of nihilism is misdirected.

First, what is ,nihilism'? Robert G. Olson, in his
article NihiTisn, states that nihirism has in fact a doubl_e

meaning- 'on the one hand', ol-son writes , 'ít is wídely used
to denote the doctrine that morar norms or standards cannot
be just.ified by rationar argument. on the other hand, it is
widely used to denote a mood of despair over the emptiness or
triviality of human existence' (oIson, NihjLjsm 515). That
said, r think we courd add a third definition of nihilism,
which may be roughly equated with ,moraI anarchy,. Here we

would carr a morar theory nihilistic if, once adopting it or
taking the tenets of the moral theory ín guestion seriously,
the life prospects for an individual would be something along
Hobbe's line of 'nasty, brutish and short'. Addressing these
three meanings of 'nihilism' separately, we can examine how

far Santayana may be considered a nihilist.
As we have seen, santayana's ontorogy determines his

moral theory insofar as the essence good can have no
instantiation ín the realm of matter; it is an essence with
onry a specious rearity in the epiphenomena of consciousness.
while the occurrence of the essence good in consciousness has
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a causal- expranation, vre must never hypostatise the good and
so invoke the dogmas of real-ism and absolute ethics. we have
arso noted santayana's non-cognitivism in regard to morar
judgments; white moral judgment.s may express an individual,s
attitude or disposition, they cannot be true or farse, right
or vrrong.

As r"fenzel correctry observes, this type of moral theory
amounts to a type of 'no confrict relativism,, which ,ignores
much of morar discourse, where disagreement seems genuine,
(Menzel' Epiphenomenalism 54). rt is a ,no confrict,
rerativism because, since good and evils are generated by
rel-ative interests of some psyche, there arises the
possibility of unresol-vabl-e moral conflict. r may val_ue X and
you may not: both estimations wirl be true to our relative
natures, and thus neither of us are ,r,/rong,. Once we have
moral disagreement we cannot appear to the facts of the
matter to discover what is rear.J.y good or reaJ.J.y bad, because
morar essences do not reside in the realm of matter. Nor can
we condemn an individual for making the moral judgments they
do- we have examined santayana's proposition that the
'urtimate intuitions on which ethics rests are not debatabre,
(winds L44). An individuar's morar judgments are urtimatery a
product of their body's material organization. To condemn an
individual's moral judgments is thus to denounce a portion of
the realm of matter as being somehow ,wrong, or ,imnoral_,: it
is to criticize a psyche for being the type of psyche it is.
of course' in such a case the criticar moralist is merery
expressing their own animal instincts and bias; animal
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instincts and bias, wê may add, which are as contingent and

brameless as those he condemns. The critical_ moralist may be

impassioned, but his argument, in the end, amounts to an

argumentum ad hominem - the only type of argument, santayana
wrítes, possible in ethics (Vüinds I47\.

v{it.h these considerations in mind, it seems clear that
santayana is guilty of holding the position that moral norms

or standards cannot be justified by rationar argument. There
are no moral truths or universal moral_ norms to which one may

appeal. And, if this is nihilism, then Santayana is a

nihirist. However, it is crear that ,nihirism' in this sense

carries with it an dubious presupposition. The issue is this:
this particular charge of nihilism comes at the heels of the
presupposition, as olson notes, that one cannot ,regard any

moral code as adequately justified unless there is some

standard or touchstone more universar than pure feeling or
social pressure to which it may be shown to conform, (oIson,
NihiLisn 516). Thus, the question becomes, in regard to
santayana, that whire he may be by definition a nihíIist if
we take 'nihirism' to simpry mean the denial of ultimate and
rational justification in ethicsr must vre consequentry regard
Santayana's moraT theory as unjustífied?

r think the reply to t,his question is t.hat this charge
of nihilism is merely an expression of the bias of those
philosophers who are party to the realist tradition. Hence,

the charge is unvrarranted. rt is one thing to observe that a

moral theory allows for unresolvabre moral disagreements, as

does santayana's 'no conflict' relativism, but it is guite
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another thing to then regard such a theory as unjustified and

hence 'nihilistic' in this l-oaded sense. To those who think
that morality is meaningless unless moral disagreement is
ultimately resolvable by appeal to overarching moral truths
or some sort of universal justification, one may ask: why

must the tenets of an ethical theory be universalizable to be

meaningful? And: why must our moral judgments be an

expression of something beyond our human nature in order for
them to be relevant? Clearly there would seem to be no good

ansri\rer these questions. The antinihilist can only beg the
question by repeating the realist,s position that \,vithout

moral truth or categorical imperatives, then ethics is an

empty enterprise. It is evident that Santayana had littIe
patience for those phitosophers who dogmatically put forth
the críteria of realism. These philosophers, Santayana

writes:
seem to feel that unless moral and aesthetic
judgrments are expressions of objectíve truth,
and merely expressions of human nature, they
stand condemned of hopeless triviality. A

judgment. is not trivial, however, because it
rests on human feeling; on the contrary,
triviality consists in abstraction from human

interests... (Santayana, Little Essavs 3)11

Taking up Santayana's position, in reply to the philosophers

who alIege that a moral theory is fundamentally unjustified

11 fhis quote from Santayana,s Little Essays was taken from
Santayana:Thinkers of Our Tj:ne, by Noel O'Su1livan
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if it does not appeal to absol-ute truth or universal-
justification, one may argue that keeping morarity in the
home sphere of anímal interests and regarding it as the
product of human nature does not show ethics to be an empty

enterprise, but indeed reveals its true relevancy. Thus, the
first charge of nihilism in its loaded sense would seem

unwarranted.

Before addressing the second sense of nihirism, we turn
to the criticism that santayana's moral theory is nihilistic
in the (third) sense that it opens the door for moral
anarchy. rf true, this wourd seem to be a genuine v¡orry; and

it is Munson's when he writes:
We can be swept a\¡¡ay by the noble emotions

evoked by Santayana's high sounding phrases.

"Socratic self-knowledger,, whích,,signifies
only complete, enlightened, ultimate
sincerity,' (ReaJms, 48O, 4841, should actually
be translated as the feminine eloquence of the
psyche, blind to everything but her home

interests. (Reaims, -IBB) Vùe ought to seriously
reflect on Santayana,s morality in its
consequences, which are far from reassuring.
If that which creates morality is ,,not facts,
nor the consequences of facts, but human

terror or desire feeling its way amid those
facts and those consequences,, (Realms, 478),

what will happen to all of us if some psyche

no longer feels the creeping or shrinking of
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the flesh which has made murder criminal? Vühat

a chaos is in store for us, since we do not
know the scope of our own nature, or its
possible harmonies, unless we yield to each of
our passions ín turn and count the scars of
those experiments! (Dominations 159) (Munson,

The Essential Vùísdom of Georqe Santayana 57 )

v[hile r think l,lunson's caveat is welr taken, santayana has a
response.l2 To be sure, in regard to Munson's query as to what

are vre to say to the individual who no longer recoils at the
thought of murder, torture, etc., if we are dealÍng with a

genuine psychopath, whose every impulse is to kill and

torture other human beings, to the extent that there are no

competing impulses to the contrary in the individuar's
psyche, then there is nothing under santayana,s philosophy
which can be said. vghile we may carl such an individual evil,
and from our moral perspective regard them and their actions
as utterly ghastly and hateful, sre cannot blame them for
their nature. such is santayana,s thought when he writes:

Ethics, íf it is to be a science and not a

piece of arbitrary legislatíons, cannot
pronounce it sinful in a serpent to be a

12 rn fact' I thj-nk santayana's immediate response to Munson wou1d be adirect assertion to the contrary. fn santayana's opinion, a recognition
of the rerativity of values and an acceptance of morar anti-realism
leads not to morar anarchy but to greater xorerance. For ínstance, in
winds of Doctrine santayana writes ,r cannot help thinking that a
consciousness of the relativity of values, if it became prevalent, would
tend to render people rnore truly social than would a belief that things
have intrinsic and unchangeable values, no matter what the attitude of
any one to them may be. rf we said that goods, incruding the right
distribution of goods, are relative to specífic natures, moral warfare
would continue, but not Ì"rith poisoned arrov/s'. (winds of Doctrine 151)
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serpent; it cannot even accuse a barbarian of
lovíng a r¡/rong: 1ife, except in so far as the
barbarian is supposed capable of accusing
himself of barbarism. If he is a perfect
barbarian he will be inwardly, and therefore
morally justified. The notion of a barbarian
will then be accepted by him as that of a true
man, and will form the basis of whatever
rational judgrments or policy he attains. It
may still seem dreadful t.o him to be a
serpent, as to be a barbarian might seem

dreadful to a man imbued with liberal
interests. (Science 234)

However, while santayana admits the possibirity of such evil
natures, and hístory has not been lacking in them, it is also
evident that santayana considers such individuals the
exceptions that make the ruIe, and that humankind in general
is composed of somewhat more agreeabre natures. Eor example,
while santayana writes ,there ís bound to be a margín of the
unfit - too bad...to keep in step with any well organised
society' (santayana, persons and places 543), he also writes
that there is 'in a1r animal economy, a certain nucleus of
self-preserving instincts and habits, a normal constitution
of society' (543); and, in a similarvain he states that: ,it
is evident that ín so far as human nature is disLinguíshable,
and its innate demands constant, there witl be a nucleus of
principle and aspiratíon common to all men, (physical order
206). The conclusion vre can draw from these assertions is
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that Munson's charge of santayana's moral phílosophy raising
the possibility of morar anarchy is false. rf one took
santayana's moral theory seriously, society wourd not erupt
into a murderous frenzy. The fact of the matter is that there
exists a general human nature which is, in the upshot,
gregarious and non-viol-ent (santayana, Reason in society 35-
46¡ -r: Thus santayana's moral theory is not ,nihilistic, ín
the sense that it leads to morar anarchy. rndeed, by resting
morality upon human interests and human nature, the plight of
mankind would seem to be on reratively secure ground,
especially given the fact that, in santayana's eyes, there is
no alternative standard to which we can appeal.

Lastly we turn to the question of whether or not
santayana's morar philosophy, and in particular íts
ontologícal foundation, leads to despair or a sense of the
meaningless of Iife. Admittedly, this definition of nihilism
raises, as olson states, somewhat less of a technically
philosophicar issue than a psychorogical or sociological one
(oIson, .ôãhilism 516). However, regardless of the nature of
the question, r don't think it true that santayana's
philosophy is 'nihilistic, in the sense that it leads one to
despair. There are two reasons. First, santayana,s moral
philosophy and ontorogy do not rure out the possibility of
rearising the good or the beautiful or any other moral or
aesthetic essences. santayana only denies that such essences
have instantiatíon in matter. second, santayana sets out a

definite, if not general, approach to the ,good rife' or what
13For another statement of this víew see John Lach,s sani,ayana,s MorafPhilosophy, p.341.
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may otherr¡¡ise be described as a healthy and happy existence.
Thus, santayana's philosophy is not pessimistic, denying that
human being can ever attempt to live reasonabry or happily.

Before touching on these two responsesr s/ê can say at
the outset that santayana personally did not think that his
philosophy led to nihilistic despair. His position is that,
whire accepting the fact that rnre are causal agents in the
realm of matter, that morar essences have only specious
reality and that goods and evils are relative to individual
natures may be a sobering thought, it need not read us to
suicide or banish our joy in life. Santayana writes:

I laugh a great deal, laugh too much, fry

friends telI me; and those who don't
understand me t.hink that this merriment

contradícts my disillusioned philosophy. They,

apparently, would never laugh if they admitted
that l-ife is a dream, that men are animated

automata, and that the forms of the good and

beautiful are as various and as evanescent as

the natural harmonies that produce them. They

think they woul-d collapse or turn to stone or
despair and commit suicide. But they probably
would do no such thing: they would adapt
themselves to the reality, and laugh. (persons

and Places 156).

r,üith these words it is apparent that santayana recoginised no

necessary connection between his phílosophy and nihilism.
Does the fact. that morar essences have only a specious
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rearity lead one to nihilism? Here r¡re are again reminded of
the presuppositions of rearism. But, as $¡e have seenr vJê need

not accept them. In the previous section \,ve sav/ that, for
santayana, the value in consciousness is derived from the
fact that it is only because of consciousness that moral and

aesthetic essences are ever real-ized. Beauty and Goodness are
given only in intuition. However, given that we are sentient
creatures, it is difficult to see why this fact shourd not be

a source of joy rather than despair. For example, take the
following passage from Rearms of Being in which santayana

describes the act of momentarily dropping our preoccupatíon
with facts and having the intuition of beauty:

As I was jogging to market in my village cart,
beauty has burst upon me and the reins have

dropped from my hands. T am transported, in a

certain measure, into a state of trance. I see

with extraordinary clearness, yet what I see

seems strange and wonderful, because I no

longer look in order to understand, but only
in order to see. I have lost my preoccupation
with facts, and arn contemplating an essence.

(Essence 6-7 | .

This passage expresses the fact that our inner lives will not
suffer if moral and aesthetíc essence are given only in
intuition; our experiences of 'goodness' or ,beauty' wilr not
be of a lesser 'beauty, or ,goodness,. They are still the
essences they are: eternal parts of the realm of essence and

thus always potentíaI object.s of contemplation. Furthermore,
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as sprigge notes, one may think that ultimately it would make

no qualitative difference to our inner lives if moral
essences had material instantiation, for 'if there were a
good somehow present in the intrinsic essence of objects it
would be of no possible interest to us, who can only be

attracted by a good which we intuit, (Sprigge, Santayana

7921. lvith these considerations it wourd seem clear thar,
even though santayana designates only a specious real_ity to
morar and aesthetic essences, this does not empty our rives
of value.

FinaIIy, Santayana's philosophy is not nihilistic
because ít throws one into a state of a1t consuming

pessimism. rn other words, there is no reason to think that,
upon taking santayana's moral theory seriouslyr vrê would be

forced to abandon all hope of leading happy or ful_filling
lives. rndeed, contrary to this thought, santayana offers
explicit criteria of how to live rationally:

!ùhat is requisit,e for living rationally? I
t.hink the conditions may be reduced to two:
First, self-knowtedge, the Socratic key to
wisdom; and second, sufficient knowledge of
the world to perceive what alternatives are
open to you and which of them are favourabl_e

to your true interests. (persons and places

542')

FIhy does santayana specify these Lwo conditions? The answer

by now may be obvious. First, as r¡re saw in the previous
chapter of this thesis, the psyche is the ,key to everything
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moral' (Soliloguies 219)i since the psyche represents the
material organization of some animal rife, it is the oriqin
of all our natural preferences and embodies our
constitutionar interests. And, in order for us to be abl_e to
satisfy our constitutional interests, to seek out and achíeve
what we envision as good and so rearise the ,specific
direction' of our animal natures (2rg)r srê must first sat,isfy
the precondition of serf-knowledge. $Ie must know our rikes
and dislikes; the difference between ,apparent, goods which
would give us but fleeting satisfaction, satisfying onry our
most 'incidentar desires' (tüínds 146), and that which would
satisfy our more comprehensive desires and long-range
interests (Lach Santayana,s l4oral_ Theoryl .M In Short,
santayana's criteria of how to rive rationarly is, as Lach
writes, 'identical with that of the Stoics. It is: ,,Act in
accordance with nature, " hThere by ,,nature" is meant the
nature of the agent. Hence the first and ultimate commandment

of morarity becomes t,he socratic dictum: ,,Know thyself ."
(340). of course, tnre must not overlook the second criteria of
knowledge of the external worrd. rf we \¡rere ignorant of the
environment in which we found ourselves, or if we had no

control over nature, then it is unlikely we shourd be able to
satisfy any of our desires or for very 1ong. Thus, knowtedge
of the external world is santayana,s second criteria for
living rationarly. rulfirling theses two criteria wirr take

14 For an account of the rore of reason in santayana,s morar phirosophy,
which santayana conceives as an impuJse toward harmonizing 

"".h otour desi-res and interests, see: Reason in common sense pp.267-26g,
Reason in science pp. 248-249, sprigge,s santayana p.19g and Lach,s
George Santayana p.96.
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us toward happiness and leading the good life: the
actualisation of our potential and the satisfaction of our
nature (Lach, Santayana 93)

To add a measure of plausibility to Santayana's

prescriptions, we can note that adopting Santayana,s two

criteria of rational ethics is not an impossible task. For
instance, Santayana regarded the art of Socratíc self-
knowledge 'very simple'. While this Lype of knowledge is
obvíousl-y a matter of degree, it consists simply in
'accepting any estimation which any man may sincerely make,

and in applying dialectic to it, so as to let the man see

what he really esteems' (Science 2401. Of course, there are

many methods by which an individuat may seek to discover
their true interests other than the Socratic method; and

Santayana suggests others such as trial and error and

introspective self-examination.ls As for the second

criterion, santayana thought that one area vre are not lacking
in is knowledge about the external world. In this age of
technology, the contemporary worId, Santayana writes, has

prenty of knowledge of nature for its purposes (persons and

Places 543).

I think these observations suffice to prove that
Santayana's philosophy does not lead one to view life as a
process bound for failure or otherwise meaningless. rndeed,

far from drawing one into nihilism, santayana makes clear the
criteria of living rationally. Thus again we find that

15 See - Dominations and Powers, Santayana, p.159 and Sant.ayana's l,Ioraf
PhiTosophy by John Lach in Animal Faith and The Spiritual Life, p.347-
J4tt-
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santayana's moral theory does not conclude in nihilism.

Conc]-usion

In this section we have seen that Santayana's moral
theory is characterised by a number of metaethical- positions.
First, santayana's position as to the nature of the quality
good is non-naturalist. rntuitionism, Moore's naturalístic
fallacy and a naturalistic ground for the good, all find a

place in Santayana's mora] philosophy. Second, while some

critics have attempted to rabel santayana a moral realist,
this is an implausible view if we take santayana's ontology
seriously. Vlhile the occurrence of ,good, has a natural
ground, its only realisation is in the epiphenomena of
consciousness - not in the realm of matter. Third, rending
support to his anti-realism is santayana's non-cognitivism.
santayana leaves little room for ambiguity on this matter.
His positi-on is simply that moral judg-ments are expressive
and not cognitive: they are not referential. santayana,s non-
cognitivism, and his subsequent affinity with such

philosophers as A.J.Ayer and c.L.stevenson, drives home the
point that Santayana is not a moral realist. Lastly, I
examined the charge that Santayana's moral theory and

underlying ontology cash out in moral_ nihilisrn. After
presenting three definitions of nihilism, r have tried to
show that santayana's philosophy is only nihiristic in the
sense that it is anti-rearist and arlows for the possibility
of unresolvable morar disagreement,. However, r have also
suggested that this definition of nihilism carries with it
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the unwarranted assumption that a morar theory is unjustified
unless it rests upon a foundation of absolute moral truth and

not human nature. If we reject this assumption, which

Santayana woul-d have us do, then Santayana's philosophy
avoids the charge of 'nihilism' in this loaded sense.

Santayana's philosophy is also not ,nihilistic' in the sense

that it reads to either moral anarchy or despair. rn response

to the charge of morar anarchy, while santayana admits there
wilr arways be that margin of individual-s who are unfit for
society, there exists a general human nature which is
gregarious, cooperative and non-víolent. As for Santayana,s

moral theory leading directry to despair, there wourd seem to
be no necessary connection. Even though the essence good has

no instantiation in the realm of matter - and one may wonder

what qualitative difference this could make in our lives
our conscious moments will continue be coloured by the
intuition of moral and aesthetic essences. And finally,
Santayana's two criteria for l_iving rationally, self-
knowledge and knowredge of the external world, are obvious
evidence that he did not regard his moral theory as reading
directly to pessimism or a sense of helplessness. Indeed,
taking seriously Santayana's two criteria, having achieved
great contror over nature, T¡/e need onry rearn to recognise
our true interests.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

For the interpreter, santayana's philosophy presents a

special challenge. rt has been said of santayana,s work that
it is 'many coloured, like a drop of water in the sun, and

shifts \,rithout undue notíce from one aspect or interest to
another' (Brownelr, The t"Ían and the phirosopher 34). vühire

this may be our impression of santayana's thought, we must

keep in mind that the drop of water is one drop, and that
santayana's system of thought is unified and interconnected.
Perhaps a better overall description of Santayana's
philosophy comes from John Lach who writes that santayana's
system is like one of santayana's o\¡m essences: ,it invites
contempration and enjoyment, not probing dismemberment and

piecemeal use' (Lach, Santayana 125) -

rt is with these thoughts in mind that r have sought to
trace out the connection between santayana,s ontological
dichotomy between existence, essence and his morar theory. As

I have endeavoured to show, in order to understand
santayana's morar phílosophy vre must never lose sight of his
ontological- dichotomy. on the one hand, the category of
existence frames santayana's und.erstanding of material
reality. This existentiar realm, generative and in f]ux,
gives rise to animal lives. These animar lives with there
internar psyches signal the origin of morality. on the other
hand, the category of essence provides the conceptual
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framework for santayana's ideal reality. This rearm, made up

of arr real possible characteristics and qualities, contaíns
in it the morar essences which bring value into our rives. rt
is only our ability to contemplate moral essences that hides
an otherwise mechanical reality. We have al_so seen the
effects of santayana's ontorogy in shaping the various aspect
of his moral- theory. The fact that the essence good has no

instantiation in materiar reality forms, in rarge part, the
basis of santayana's metaethical non-naturalism, morar anti-
rearism and moral- non-cognitivism. As for the charge that
santayana's philosophy reads to nihirism, any such objection
is crearry obviated by the fact that a general human nature,
non-viol-ent and social, is a determinate part of material
rearity, and by the fact that moral essences will continue
color our inner lives, even if they are not embodied in the
physical world.

Vühi1e I have not sought to dissect Santayana's
philosophy and break it down, as Lach would say, for
'piecemeal use', I do hope to have accurately described
santayana's ontorogical díchotomy and its influence on his
moral theory. The conclusion r offer to the reader is that in
order to understand santayana's moral theory, we must first
understand its origin, and so find its beginnings in the
distinction between existence and essence-
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